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NOMENOI.ATURE 
€. ::: Creep deformation 
f1 
= Initial def orma.tio-n 
€.p 
= Plastic deformation 
t :::: Time 
a,b,Ki•K2 ,�.tc4,d = Constants 
·1" = Shear stress 
G = Shear modulous of elasticity-
Creep strain= Creep deformation in inches per inch 
At= Average Gf t obserYations 
Ac = Average of o obser,vations 
t = Log t 
Q = Log C 
c = Creep st.rain 
C = Minimum creep rat in in./hr. 
S = Stress 
n � Number of observations 
N = Speed, R.P.M. 
Sc= Av rage tensile stress due to c .ntrifugal forces 
A= Annular flow area in sq. in. 
'/ = Speaif1c weight of the materi 
M = Bending moment 
V = Velocity in ft./sec. 
v = Specific volume 
g =Gravitational.constant 
V • Change in velocity 
P a  Ch.an e in pressure 
h = Height of the blad 
z s Number of blade in a Turbin blad . ring 
rt 
a R dius of the Turbine whe l up to Turbine 
r • Radius m of the Turbine wheel up to Turbine 
r • Mean radius of the Turbine wheel 
G = Angl between the principal and X axis 
Z = Modulous of section 
i c Distance me sur ments in Turbine blad 
Ip,Iq,Iy,Ix c Moment of inertia 
Ixy • Product of inertia 
Ka Stress concentration factor 
ft= Taper factor 
Rv = Ripple factor 
L = Length 
� = Stamm tion sign 
c)p 
<zJ Q 
= Partial derivativ. of with re pect to Q 
blade tip 
blade root 
INTRODUCTION. 
Creep 1 continuing d formation at elevated temperature 
under constant stres . Creep data are important in the design of many 
machin members subjected to high temperature . Exampl s of thes 
would b steam and gas turbine components. thermal cracking equipm nt 
in oil refineries. jet air-craft, missiles, rockets and mobile reactors, 
1'he second law or thermodynamics showa us that the effici ncy 
of an ideal h at ngine can b increased by increasing the temperature 
of the working fluid. Th optimum strength-to-weight ratio is an 
essential requirement in aircraft truotura1 de ign. But all these 
fa.et bring us the problem of higher creep rat s for the same stresses., 
Few materials at normal temperature and the remaining at elevated 
temperatures deform continuously with time under constant lo ds. So 
th necessity to inv stigate the factors influencing the creep and in 
turn to dev l.op th or ep resistant mat rials is the main concern of 
praotical en ine r. 
In some applications. th permissible er p d  formations ar 
critic 1, e.g., allowane for ore p is important in turbine bl d s for 
proper operation to maintain small cle a.noes between th moving and 
st tionary parts and in others no signific ·. nc • But the exist no of 
ereep, creates the necessity, to know the er ep deformations that may 
oecur during the expected lif of th machine member. 
2 
The ere p phenomenon has, b en known for the last 80 y ar, bu.t 
knowl d of the phenomenon ha dvaneed rapidly eince World War II, 
due to more demand tor high temperature materials, resulting in today• 
suec seful n w lloys. Progress h s been made in ·devel-oping the dis­
location th ory in explaining the creep phenomenon and in obtaining 
all th d ta required in design by different teohniquee and experi­
ments. 
Creep deform tion can b determined in th laboratory with a 
testing maehin but conducting such t ts for the entir life of the 
maohin elem nt ie impr cticable. So predicting it behavior from 
short time t ate, i.e.,. 1% of the life time, and xtr pol ting the data 
to the entire life of the memb r is a gr at chi v m nt in this field. 
s we know,. the op rating char ct rietios of an original model 
can be obtained from a small scale mod· l by mean of dimensional 
ana1ysis. Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's Nu�lear Op ration (l) ha been 
experim nting with lead model t tin in order to reduce the heavy 
financial burden of creep testing Qf structures. Th id a was to hav 
lead oreep curves similar to those of the original material in ord r to 
obtain dir et extrapolation from low t mp�r ture lead tests to 
operating conditions. It is doubtful that we can get consistent results 
in this way bee us of poor dimension l control, and other manufacturing 
(l)Ma.rin, Joseph (Editor), "Mat rial. neering D sign for 
High Temperatures," Dept. of Fingineering M ohanio , The Pennsylv ia 
State University. 
3. 
vari bles involved in lead mod l. If t all ucces ful, this· would 
be a great achi vement because this would not only reduce th heavy 
financial burden, but it would also provid all the experimental data 
within the minimum tim .• 
Case occur wh r parts are subjected to combin d be ding and 
direct load. For example, turbine blades are subjected to a bending 
action due to th transverse loading ppli d by the steam, and to a 
direct load due to centrifugal force. Parts under eccentric load are 
also oases in which a oro s s otion is subjected to both bending and 
dir ct load. Under creep conditions • parts ubjeeted to this combined 
straining action when th predominant action is bending ar· much more 
f vorably stressed than would be th ca e if  the material were 
lastio; and when the predominant action is a. dir ct load th stress 
conditions will approach thos for lastic conditions. So analyzing 
th forces acting on a machine lement 1s an important tep in 
design problem. 
4. 
CREEP PHENOMENO 
At ortinary temperatures the extension that appears on loading 
disappears af' t r the load i r m:oved provided the load is not suffi­
ciently great to produce failur . At elevated temperatures, th 
ext nsion nontinues with time if the stress is maintained constant ev n 
under low tres . In oth r words materials subj'ect d to a constant 
stress at elevated temp rature deform continuously with tim · , and th 
b havior under th s. conditions is different from the behavior at 
norma1 t m.pera.tur s. This continuou d formation with time is called 
or ep. Creep can take place t any t �per ·ture above absolute z ro. 
It seems creep of Cadmium has b en observed at temperature aa low as 
1.2 K, but from a practical point of vi w, w consider creep as signi­
ficant only at higher temperature and neglect the small creep strains 
t low temperatur s. 
Cr 
Thurston,<
2 > an American Mechanical gine r. was the first 
person to present er p data in the form of a ere p - time curve, and 
this is still well known as th creep ohal"act risti.e curve. This can 
be di.vided into four distinct stage as shown in Figure I. They are 
as follow : 
(2)Finn1 , I. and B 11 r, w. R., "Creep of Engine ring fu.terials," 
McGraw Hill Book Co.•· Inc .• , ew York, 1959. 
5 
(1) First Total deformation is p tially elastic which 
is also known s time independent deformation or static 
elasticity and partly plastic. 
(2) econd stage: Here the cre-ep rate deel:"eases with time. 
This is known s transient or primary creep, d
d
� , O. This 
ho s the effect of strain hardening. 
(3) Third stage: Here the creep rate is mi imum and constant 
(
d 
d
;-= 0) indicating that the effect of strain hardening 
is counterb anced by the annealing influence of high 
t�mperature. This is known as secondary creep. 
(4) Fourth or final. stage: Creep rate increases until fracture 
occurs due to decrease in cross sectional area. This is 
d E. also known as tertiary creep <-ri > O). 
From the measurements mad in long time tension tests, a family 
of creep - time curves can b obtained for various stress l vels at 
constant temperature. The final stage of the oreep ourve cannot be sen 
for low stresses and temp ratures during the convention l er ep test 
periods. In th second stage, the strengthening due to strain·hardenin 
predominates. Thus the oreep rate decreases with time until the minimum 
or constant creep rate occurs, whereas in the final stage, the weak• 
ening du to the nealing influence redomin tee, and thus the creep 
rt increases until the fracture tak s plac. 
If large creep deformations are permissible and steady stat 
ere p is well established, then the design can be based on steady state 
6 
creep alone. Otherw1. •• the initial p ·t1y el st1c and partly pl etio 
d transient er .p should be taken into account. Various authors 
pro�osed different empirical expr ssions to represent constant str as 
dat • The arli .st work w s d.on by Andrade (
3} who verifie4 the 
xperimental r·sults by means of an empirical relation, L•L
0
(l+·t1/3)e
bt 
where L is the length immediately after loading, L is th length at 
0 
any time t, and a&b ar xp rimental constants. 
Finnie and Hellei-(
4) prepoaed, 
E. + E: o iczl 
o<:mi<l 
�,Id. ' . " * 1 
where � i the instantaneou d form tion. It e em to be the beet 
0 
fit for ore p • tim curve since there are many const ta involved in 
this expression. This le the· most general expr ea.ion. 
McVetty, C.5) W aver, (6) and Sturm, (?) used different expressions• 
but th ee are all eompl1cate1l because of the faot that the creep - time 
curve must b availabl for each tress. 
<,)Andrade E • •  d.ac •• "'The Viacou Fl..ow 1n M tale and Al.lied 
Phenomena," Proceeding$ of Royal. Society (London), Vo.l. 84, P• 1, 1910. 
(4) Finnie and Heller, op. oit., PP• 10. 
(.5)McV tty, P. G., "Factors A£f cting th Choice of World.ng 
Str sees for High Temp r ture Servic ," Trana. of A.S.M.E., Vol. 55 
(1933), P• 99. 
(6)weaver, s. H., "The Cr ep and Stability of Ste ls at Constant 
Stre and Temperature," 'l'ran • • s.M.E •• Vol. ,58 (1936), PP• ?45-751. 
(?)Sturm, R. G., Dumont, C .. , and Holriel.l, F. M., "'A Method of 
Analyzing Cx-eep Data,91 Trans. of A.S.M.E. • Vol. 58 (1936), PP• ,62-67. 
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Regarding creep - stress - tim �elations, the modified log • 
log method takes into ccount both initial strain ( c1) ud time 
dependent strain ( � 
p) 
a follow : 
� - f.. ,  + � p  
This is shown in Figure lI. 
Marin(
S } states that for many materials E. and 
0 
E- can be 
p 
approximat ly related to th stress by the equ tions of the form • 
and 
where Ki• K2, , K3, K4, •  ar experimental constants which d pend on 
material and t mperatur . 
8· 
The log .. log method neglects the initia1 strain and is the 
easiest an.4 most eui table m thod in .ca1cul ting the creep ra tea in 
tlll-bine blades where the creep defonnation would not exceed 0.001 inch 
· per inch during the expected life tim . of the turbine. In thi case 
the initial strain is n gligible when compared to time dependent or ep 
tor th entir Uf tini . 
Nadai ( 9 )  proposed a hyp rbolic sine c.reep relation between 
minimum creep rat (C)  and the stres ( S) as 
(B )Marin • Josepht "M �hanic l Beha ior of Engineering M terial • "  
PrenU.e Hall, Inc . , Englewood Cliff , N. J .  • 1962. 
( 9) · adai, A. , ''The Influ nc of Tim Upon Creep - The Hyperbo{ic 
Sine Cr p Law," Steph n T1moshenko 60th Anniversary Volume, Th 
M cmUlan Company, N w York• PP• 155-171, 1938 . 
•a1, K2
, K
,
• K
4
, a, b, and d ar con tante and they do not ve 
the same value in each and every expreesion. 
s o - K,_ S1n 4 
whe�• 1S. and d are experimental constants. 
Ther-e ia no proof to show that the predicted values with th• 
help of these empirical relations represents actual values fer th-e 
period not covered 'by the teet de.ta • e,v n 1t these empirical relations 
£1 t well the test data. 
Atomistic Theori 
The data obtained on one material in differ nt laboratoriea(lO) 
show th oatt r of ore p dat (Figure III ) ,  So the load-carrying 
ability dete�ned on the simple tension creep data 'by empirical. and 
semi--empirica.l methods may not be satisfactory. The re-sults obtaiaed 
froQl the ere p teeta and further development of au:onger mat rials can. 
•• xpected ith confidence only v.lth an \Ulderatanding of mieromechaniam 
ef d.eformation , mic•o t.ructllre • and by considering -th dep nd· nee of 
flow :-at•s of these materials on stress., time , and tem.perature •. 
The progre th t has been made 1n understand1.ng creep phenomena 
is larg ly due to the a tomistie th,eory • 'rheoretieal strength of a 
p rfect single crystal is approximately equal to G/2 TI , where G is the 
hear modulus of elasticity. But most cf the single real crystals have 
v•ry low yield strengths of 10-3 to 1 ·
""4 
of this value, This diserep­
ancy 1 d e  to th pr . ence and motion of imp rfections that xiat in · 
( lO)Clar:k., C ;  L • •  "Cooperative Cl"eep Teste on o.3.5e St. el K20 
at 850°F and 7500 pe1 , 0 Trans. ot . A. s. M. E • •  Vol. 59 , PP• 4.'.59-440, 
1937. 
3 
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r-eal cr1stal. • '?he. ooncept of disloQati�n imperf e¢tione has come to 
explain the difference between the observed strengtha of crystals and 
those ealculat$-d on a th•oretioal basi • 
A dieloeatio,n is a line imperfectien in the regular array of 
atoms of a. crystalline lattice. This demarks the slipped region from 
the 'Wlelipped region ia a OrJstal unde.rgoing slip. Hence dieloQation 
must ei th.er form _ a loop or end 011 a surfae.e of a crystal.. �&se lill• 
dielocations may be either an edg di locatiQn or a screw d1sloaat101h 
Referring to Figure IV. the upper half of the orystal. baa been made to 
slip by one a �-omic spaei.ng ·b 1n a Ql7stal at the left hand eide , and 
the line AB is known as an edge d.ieloc,aU.on with a 13u.rger • i, vectQr b 
il  a slip direction . This def e-et  can be v1 ualized in the atomistic 
picture shown in Figure V in which the Burger ' s  circuit closes ever1• 
where except around th dislocation. This can be check d by going two 
atom distance s  for each step (o  t.o d ,  d to e ,  e to f ,  and f to g) .  
!he, �arger • vector and the dielocaU.on line defines the slip plane. 
'the $dg dislocation moves in a lip plane p r  nd1cular to the direc­
tion of  dislocation line AD. 
The screiq dislocation is shown in _Figure VI. From tbia figure 
it can be seen that the upp ,r right band side o� the crystal is made 
to move one ato o spacing b, relati to th low r right hand eide of 
th ery tal . Th motion of this di location i s  in a diri otion normal 
to AB on the slip plane , but th plane ·Of the screw disloc tion. is 
parallel to the Burger ' s  •ector� 
/ 
./ 
./ 
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13 
The problem of multiplic tion of  �hes dislocations can be 
14 
V'i uali�ed f'.rom a Frank-R ad source .  Under an applied shear stresa . 
the segmen te AB and qD of the dialoca tion ABOD shown in Figure VII will 
not move • but th segment BC will move ae shown in Figure VIII since 
the dislocation must remain contimwtts in the crystal. When the loop 
swings back upon its 1! as shown by stage e, the pos1.tiv screw $+ 
-
combines with the negative screw S ,  thue forming a dislocation ril'lg 
• t •  and lea:ving the segment BC at g to oontinue the former process 1 .e. • 
grinding out continuously a eerie of dislocation ring from a single 
souroe . When , the back stres es on these Fre.nk•Read aourcee due to the 
piled up arrays of dislocations are higher, the source ceases to 
function. Th time dep ndent deformation following this condition ia 
known as creep. 
Referring to Figur IV, when the back tore• on an edge disloca­
tion is equal and opposi t to the force due to the '1PPlied stress, the 
further motion of an edge di location 1e stopped. but the vacanoie 
preaen t in the cryetal wander about , xo�ging their po 1 tione with 
adjacent atoms. These vaoanoi s in�ea's · u  tb · ·t mperature increases. 
Unde� appropriate conditions, vacanoi s '411 exchange their positions 
with th lowest a torn in the half' plan of an · edge dislocation forcing 
t-he dislocation to climb to high r sl p planes due to the continuaUon 
of this exchange process. When th baek stress s are 1ower, these dis­
locations will ct a new Frank-Read sources and n w dislocation loops 
will be formed. Otherwise the edg$ dislocation will climb downward by 
15 
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17 . 
adding adjacent atoms to the bottom of the half plane allowing the 
vacancies thue formed to wander bout in the crystal and thus aot as 
a sink for vacancies. The net effect is continued climb resulting 1n 
eontinu d er•ep. 
The jog produced by the intersection of twc edge dielocatione 
is shown in Figure IX in which the moving edge d1elocation AB inter• 
sects the stationary d e  dielooation CD. Thi jog 4.s aleo an- edge jog 
dislocation bee use the jog ha the same Bw:-ger •s ,,. eter s the rest 
of the disloo tion line. 
Anoth r jog produced by the inters ction of a screw and an edge 
dislocation is _how in Figure X. Her · th crew dislocation also 
acq\lir s an dge jog having a Burger ' s  vector b1 • The slip plan of 
the edge jog is defined by the jog and the Burger • a  vector. Ir we 
ob erve the motion of a jogged screw dislocation and if the eenw movee 
ae shown in Figur XI, the e�ge jog travels along, oving perpendicular 
to its alip plane. This will occur only when the edge jog climbs by 
leaving there a trail of vaoanci e or interstitial · toms. These 
vacancies will be tilled up by diffusion due to high temperatures. 
Thus. olimb in this way may contribute to continued high temperature 
creep . 
Th theory ia not ufficient to predict the time laws for creep. 
Th three factors which will a.ffec the creep rate are time , stress · 
and t emperature. en f we control stre and temperatur as con� 
stant, the time dependency of creep is not sufficient to find the 
f I 
__________ __ __,_ 
l) \ R i. C ,. \ O N  O ,=­
M oT l '> N . 
► 
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111eohantem of er ep. Also the .effect of o.ther v iables like grain 
19 . 
eiz , latt'ice defects, m chining, sma11 differenc•s in chemical c.ompo .. 
s-ition due to manufacturing inconsistencies and heat tre tment processes 
·en the. material contributes to the dit'ficulty in arriving at the general 
expreeeions for the creep r te. 
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EXP • IMEN'l'AL TUDI 
ObJect 
Th requirem nte for using metal t 1 vated temperatures hav 
mphasized the n ed for securing reliabl information about creep under 
high temp rature conditions .  Experimental st�di s serv a basis 
for s _lection ef th most suitable metal when there are many metals 
available which satisfy other design r quirements exc pt c�eep4 Exper­
imental studi s ar also required to •xtrapolat-e the data for the 
entire life tim of the machine me ber to be d signed for high 
temp rature s ·rviee .. 'l'heae experim ntal studies also help in studying 
the b havior_ of th material at various tages with the help of a s.  t 
of curv obt in d as hown in Figure I. With thes experimental data 
ae shown in Figure XVI, th interpolation of 1n.imum creep r tea for 
any other stress not cov red in these experiments can b .  det rmined 
at that partioul temper ture from Figure XVIII. 
In tbis ere p tension t st, speoim n as he t d to the d _sired 
temperature, a oonetant load was applied by a lever type loading · shown 
in Figur XII and the r sulting slow extension. was meaaur d p riodi­
cally. The creep test ha b n standardized by th erican Society 
for Te ting Materia.le ( ll ) up to a certein extent. These tanda.rde 
(ll)Am rican Society for Te ting Mat rials, "Conductin of Long 
Time Tension Test of M tallic M t  rials, " A . S.T.M. Standards, Part l, 
Metals, 1958. 
specify dimensions of ·specim n • method . of measuring lo ds ,, exten-­
sione and t _ mperatures and also methods of reporting thes r sults. 
�equiaitea 
Th basic requi -ites for long time ere p t  nsion teats are the 
basio frame assembly having · provision for mounting th specimen 
and applying a load wrl.axially. and other aseooiat d eompon nts to 
m intain the load constant. A furnace 1 n eeseary to heat the speoi­
men to the desired temperature. An optioal system suoh as a creep 
microsoop or , some other automatic devic i needed to measure the 
exten ion periodically. Since the temperature effect on creep is 'Very 
significant . a temperature contro1ler i _ also reqUired. In addition 
to these aco esories, a thermocouple wire and a potentiometer are 
required to measure th temperature along the sp cim n gauge length. 
A thi rmocouple calibrating furn c and a standard tbermocouple are 
r quired for calibrating thermocouples. An xten,someter ( two, platinum 
trips moving relative to aoh oth r) i r quired to determin the 
creep that i.s taking plao during the test period. 
Descrl;etion 
The bove mentioned requieit and th ir desoription are r lated 
to th equipm nt _ vailable for lon tim er ep t n ion te ts in th 
ohanieal ine ring Dep tm nt at .south kot Stat Univ rsity. 
The compl t literatur for operation and �aintenane of th ere p 
testin m chine is vailabl in the in truction manual for lever type 
ere p testing machine provid d by the Baldwin-Lima-Hamilton Corpora­
tion ( now known a Wiedem n Machin Company) . 
ccording to th manual the upper end of a test specimen is 
attached to the shorter arm of a 1 v r- rm assembly through an upper 
pecimen holder, sph rieal. yok and cross-head ssemblies - The lower 
end of the specimen is attached to the output shaft of screw jack 
through a lower apec,imen held r and sphei-ieal yoke assembly. The screw 
jack is connected to a gear motor through a clutch assembly. The 
operation of the g ar motor and screw jack ts controlled by a l  veling 
switch assembly. The load pplied to the specim n d pend upon th 
weights added to th lev r-arm assembly and th · ratio between the 
length of the shorter and longer arms of the i ver-arm ass mbly. 
s th specim n long te und r load, the outer nd of the longer 
rm (A  in FiguTe XII) mov s �downward, This d1.>wnward movement of th 
long r arm of th l ver oper tes m reury witch (load leveling switch ) 
which in turn closes a power circuit causing the gearmotor to operat 
the screw jack ta mov the output shaft downward. Thi motion trans. ..... 
mitted through the speoim n ,  pull the short r of the l v r 
downward and as th l v r pivots about its fulcrum1 the lon er arm 
mov s upward. When th lever reach a level position. the lo d 
leveling switch opens th power circuit and thus stops the down rd 
movem nt of the short r a • The sam prooe s will be r p ted when­
ev r th lever a.rm is not w:i t n plus or minus one d.egr e to the 
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horizontal. Wb n ver the furnace is turned off or th weights ar 
removed on by on , another mercury-type witch (unload leveling switch 
in the leveling witch assembly ) controls the level of the lever by 
operating the g armotor to move the screw jack output sh ft upward, 
thus al.lowing the specimen to contract which in turn permits removal 
of the remaining weights. 
The furnace is of tubular type having an electric l reaistanoe 
heating el ment which is designed to operate on 110 volt ,. 60 cycle, 
ingle ;phase current. This is rated at l800°F and instructions for 
oper . t1ng it �e available in the arsha.ll furnace instruction book. 
;::.: . .±P. most important and diffieul t step in this !�n ee operation is in 
(12) controlling the temperature of the specimen within A. S.T. M. sp ei-
fioations 1 i. e. ,  maintaining wi thin ±3°F at temperatures from 1100 to 
so th temp rature variation along th gauge length hould 
not xe d mor than 3°F. The temp r tur x rte a great ef ect on 
er ep str n th. The magnitude of periodically obs rved ext neion i 
of the same order ae that produced by eh ge of t mperature of 2°F. 
Becaue of th se re sons the above limits ar essential 1n rder to 
obtain r liabl data. 
It was ob erv d that th t mp rature variation was more than th 
above . s. T .  , limits, in the rshall furnace use • Th re are four 
(12 ) rican Sooi ty for T etin Ha �rials, "Tentativ Recom­
mended raetice for Conducting Cr ep and ime for upture Tension 
'l' st of Materials, " A. S. T. M. St dard t art 3, PP • 274, 1961. 
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binding po t,a on the turnaee shunt panel to permit localiz d control 
of the furnac temp rature. This i fox- the purpose of dividing the 
heating lement into three zon�s as shown in Figure XIII. A resistance 
wire shunt was added extermally b :tween the two middle binding poste 
and thi brought th t m,per tur variation along the specimen auge 
l ngth to within th above limits. It may be possible to keep the 
t mperature vari tion to inimum by adding th external wire shunt 
resis-tanoe by oth r alte:rnativ w- ys across the windings. The uthor 
suggests that any future res arch worker performing t�sts with thie 
turnac , experiment by u ing a. shunt by th .tri l and error m thod 
ugg sted in the rehall furnace instruction manual . in o�der to 
further reduc th temperature variation along the specimen gauge 
length. Ther� is a turnac temper ture control panel on the creep 
testing machine basic frame assembly. Th r are two rheosta.te pro• 
vid d,. one on th top and one on the middle winding, in order to vary 
th t mp rature along th sp oimen g uge length. Th rh oetats 
alon ar not sufficient to obtain the above aecur cy. 
In order to suppres. th variation of  f·urn ce temp r ,ture from 
time to time due to th variation in lo d (i • •  , volt ,ge d current), 
or due to the other condition , a furnace temp r ture controller 1 , 
requir d. The ohrom 1-alumel control thermocoupl which is loc ted in 
the furnace winding i the s n ing device for thie eontroll r. Th 
instruction for op r ting this pot ntiometer controller ar available 
in th Foxboro instruction book for potentiomet- r controller. The 
a; · 
temperature at which it ia desir•d to cont.rel the prooees is set on 
the niaia di.al ., Any deviat.ien of temperatve of the thermoeouple· from 
·thi,e. set.tins result in a deflection of the gal vMemeter po-inte.- to 
either a low or high poaitioft oa this dial. When 1\ ie 1n low,, a 
depressor bat which desotu·1ds at reguar int .ervala, �rests the galvano­
meter poioter . When the pointer is •n the, std• o-r z�ro pceltion on 
th& dial• the dep:ras-sor bar deseends eomp-letely ao11111ward.. 'fo the 
extent that the depressot bar mov-ea, the cont.-el ee.ata<'ts tu'• posi-. 
ticmed to eit.her maximwn or m!ninnun heat eonneetioas. The c·omb1ned 
eff eet ot this galvanometer pointer and depree,eor bu thus etunu-es a 
\mi form furnate tempera tur,e .  An important peint to 'be neted ts  that 
tb& che -k  switc·h shoul.d not be turned to C'heek position until the dry 
eell 1·s attached to the battery brackets. Adjueting the ze,i,o e.rrer 
of the salVEUlometer and potentiometer circuit «nust  be done once for 
proper standardirz.ing. The battery -must be r•n•w•d whenever the stand­
ardizing rheostat reachee the ar�ow muked on th• controller. 
Stace the rate of extension in the creep test is small, o,f the 
order -of l to 10 percent per 1000 hours,. a. Sltne1 tive and moat accurate 
measuring device ie required. 'rhe extension measuring part of the 
apparatus eonsists of two pieees of platinum (welded to the brackets 
whioh can be fix.ed oa the shoulders o · the .specimen by Allen ecrewe) 
moviag relative to eaoh other by liding one inside the other . Thi& 
ie shown in Fi.gur xv .• 
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A measuring microscope is always used to measure the creep 
deformations from time· to tim • 'l'he fila.r eyepie.oe micrometer con­
verts a standard mie.roseope into am ordinary measuring .instrument of 
v:er, high precision , In this microscope movable and fixed cross 
hairs are moWlted ia the image plane of the obj.eetive. fh.e mo-vable 
cross hairs are mounted on a small oarria.ge which oan be moved across 
the field of view by a fine precision s·erew. This screw has a divid•d 
drum ( divided into 100 small divisions) with a knurled knob on top ·of 
it for rotating . The fundamentals of the optical system are shown 1n 
Figure XIV. Th . relay lens _. without magn1fy�ng, projeeta the image of 
the object so that it can be picked up by the objective of the micro­
scope. Th objective has a magnif1eati:Qn ·of five whereas the filar 
e-yepiece miorom t r has a magnification of 10. 'l'he total magnification 
of the optical system .ie 5(). 
Two brackets are fixed- to the basic tram assembly of the creep 
te ting machine • one on each side O·f the furnace so th t the average 
of t-he microscope readings from both sid s give the true axial oreep 
de .formations ., There is a saw tooth ind.ex in the f1,ld of view to 
facilitate counting of whole turns of the divided drwn, The motion ot 
the bi-fila.r cross hairs is such that it can move from one tooth to the 
next tooth when ver the di1/ided drum or· the knurled knob completes Oil.e 
:revolution. One r volution -of filar drum eq\la.lS 0.002 ft. Since the saw · 
tooth index is vertical when the filar drum is on top of the microscope , 
the author took the reading� as if reading on a vertical sQ'ale • by 
considering the bottom-mo t deep st notch as zero, and then counting 
l ,  2 .  3 .  4, tc . • upwards as the apacin betw en the successive teeth. 
Every fifth nd tenth notehes is cut more deeply than the others for 
convenience. For example, if the bifilar cross hairs ar · between 10 
ad 11, and the divid d drum is showing 67 ,  the measurement can. be 
noted s 10. 67 .  Later on ,  the actual distance between any two refer­
ence points can be obtained in inche if we multiply the difference 
between the two reading by .Q .002'' , sinQe the actual distance between 
any two teeth is 0.002" . 
Prooedure 
Long tim · creep t nsion tests are u ually carried on to d ter­
min the or ep d formation of a sp .eim n held at a constant temperature 
und r predetermined load for long period or time . Th se teste are 
c rri d out for at least l pe·rcent of useful ervice life of the 
machin m mber to which th data is to be applied, and 10 percent of 
the life time where it la feasible. The predetermined tension load 
which is applied to a specim n held at a constant temperature is 
constantly maintained as the sp cimen elongate·s und r load. For this 
th si project . the specim n mat rials used \tft re thre bars of 
R etelloy alloy X, ach 7/8 inches di . eter and 8 inches long, obtained 
from Union Carbid Corporation. Th specimen material is a nick l-bas 
alloy and h th chemical compoai tion shown in Appendix A. This is 
suitabl for use in j t engine tail pip .s, afterburner compon n.ts . 
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turbin bl d s, nozzle vanes , cabin h at rs, ete., and is - sp cially 
useful in furn ce application becau e it bas unu, ual resi tanee to 
oxidizing, r ducing and neutr l tmosph re . Pratt and hitney 
ircr ft  uthori ti s sugg st d that the author conduct or-. ep tests on 
this H stelloy nickel base alloy at 1800°:F. Since we experienced 
ome difficulties with the Variac of the power transform r in th fur­
nae electric 1 connections. it was d cided instead to conduct creep 
tension tests at l200°F.  The sp cimens wer machined in the machine 
ahop to the dimensions shown in Figur xv. Smooth finishing was given 
by mery cloth - to avoid str ss r sers. 
Th lever of the creep testing machine was balanced before 
starting the te t .  The lever arm w pivot d about it fulcrum in a 
40 :l position.• To balance the le'Ver arm th upp r specimen holder 
wa screw d to upp r adapt r and the weight p n wa remov d from the 
w ight rod. Th count rpoise w s now moved until the lev r rm 
balanc d. Th counterpois w s fix d in this po- 1tion by look nut • 
When it was b lanced prop rly , th cl aranc between the top of the top 
pl .t and the bottom of the lever wa the ame at th front and rear 
o th top pl te. 
The next t p was making and calibr ting the thermocoupl s to 
m a  ur , the t mp ratur along th gau 1 ngth of the pecimen at 
frequent intervals. Thr th rmocouple w re mad . from a 20 B and S 
*Putting on pound of w ight on a weight pan equals applying 4o 
pound of t nsion load on the specimen. The other ratio, that is 
possible , in this machine is 10 11. 
gauge chromel-alumel duplex thermocouple wire. The insulation and 
oth r foreign materi l were scr ped off a one inch length of both 
c om l and alumel wires. Th two wires wer then bent to ether with­
out twisting, a.nd the hot ju.notion of the th rmooouple was then welded 
with an oxygen-acetylene torch after applying borax as a flux at the 
junction. For the operation the oxyg n•acetylene torch should be 
adju ted in b tween the neutral and slightly oxidizing flame, and. th 
weld should be completed in one pass. For a prospective th rmocou.ple, 
th diameter of th b ad should be a.pproxim tely e ual to thr e times 
the diameter of the thermocoupl lead wire • . Since the thermocouple 
properties may vary considerably due to the contacts with different 
materials ,  they were calibrated in the following way. First the bot 
junctions of the thermocouple wire were tied to the r duced section of 
th specimen by a niehrom wire , in such way that the w lded bead 
would m ke cont ct with th s))ecimen but not lsewhere. Asbestos 
string was th n wrapped around the hot junction of the th rmocoupl , 
and also along the thermocouple wire which will stay 1nsid the furnace 
to avoid radiation effects. To ca1ibrat th thermocouples . the 
sp cimen to which the hot junctions of thermocouples were attached, and 
stand d platinum-rhodium th rmocouple were suspended so that they 
stand sid by side inside the thermoeo ple calibratin furnao . Since 
all thermocouple junction ·e r n on p1 ce, the distanc from each · 
th rmoeouple junction to the top o ·he furnac was m asured and the 
standard p1at1num-rhod1um thermocouple w e  vari d accordingly by moving 
inside or out ide depending on which thermocoupl was under calibration. 
Instead of using th cold junction. t 32°F• the r f reno 
junction inside the potentiometer wa used by comp nsating the o-or­
re ponding valu to th . room t mperature. This was aocomplished s 
followe 1 ftex- adjusting th galvanomet r inside the potel1t1orneter 
for zero rror , th pot ntiometer oirouit was th n standardized as · 
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d scrib d in the pot ntiometer instruction manual. The val.ue which 
was to be oompen ated iaeid th potentiometer was noted from the 
thermocoupl conv. r ion tabl s ,  to that particul thermocouple a.t the 
room t mperature t that tim • This value was t on the main dial. 
th funotion s�tch w a turned to th r fer nc junction position and 
the reference junction knob was turned until th galvanometer stood t 
zero. The potentiometer was thus oompensat d to th room temperature. 
To measure th temperature, the functi on switch was turned to T. c. 
eaaure position, th voltage g n rat d by thermoel ctric principl was 
measured and this was converted back into t mp r ture from th thenno­
coupl conv rsion tabl a w did for th cold junctions at 32°F. It 
i b tter to us the sam potentiom ter for both standard pl tinum­
rhodium thermocoupl and t st thermocouples. The author s g sts thi 
proo dur in the futur beo use he obt · ned mor accurate d ta in this 
ay r ther than those obtained by using differ nt potentiomet rs, dif­
fer nt co1d junctions, and extending t l ad of thermoooupl wire 
by other th rmoeouple wir s wher v Th corr otion 
re dings to  the standard pl tinum-rhodium thermocouple should be tak n 
into account in o ibrating th se test thermocoupl • 
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fore t king th xten ion me ur m nt · with a er ep micro­
cope, it h e  to be adjust d in uch w that its internal light 
ouroe and rel y l ns should foous on th sam point. First th eye­
piec · must b adjust d by movin . the y pi oe insi.de or outside so 
tha.t the cross hair are most cl arly visible• This can b don by 
directing th yepieoe to a broad sourc ot illumi tion uch as a 
she t of whit p p r . The mioro oop• is now fi d v rtically to a 
tabl edg by clamps so that th eyepiece points upw rds. A whi.te 
paper with a cross mark on it is placed und ·r the microscope at '71/4tt 
distance (m obB)lieal working distance is 7¼" ). from th bot tom nd of 
the microscope. Since th maximum fi ld of view th t can b picked 
up by this mioroscope is 0 .-08" in diameter, the o.roae mark may not be 
vi ible through the microsoop . The following technique was used to 
- oid this difficult eo ths.t the center of th cross mark would appear 
pproximat ly at the oenteJ- of the imag plane. The techniqu is as 
follows.  If w focus th fl h light through the eyepiec of th mioro­
seope, thi beam of light must converg to singl point ource on th 
whit pap r ,  which is t th mechanical orldn dist nee of �•• • 
Whether the mechanical working di tanc set up is ?}!?n or not can be 
eheck d by loo ening the foeusin scr w on th ttiicroscope ; th n the 
microscop may b ov d up or down so t t the cros  mark will be 
cl rly visible, and then the rocu · ng er w is tighten d in this 
po ition .  After thi is done, th int rnal light sourc i dju t d 
by movi the bulb around insid the ill in tor housing, so that the 
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imag of the cross m rk can b a en cl ar.ly and th bulb 1 fix d in 
this osition by tightening the illumin tor clamp scr ws . Now the 
microscop is re dy for exteneion m asur ments. 
Wh n all th bov equipm nt was brou ht to the prop r form by 
various adjustm nts, the actual ere p te t w next starte . The test 
thermocouples w re oalibra ted before attaching to the pe-Qimen , The 
exten ometer brackets were next fix d to the ahoulders of the specimen 
as hown in Figure xv. The gauge length for thi et up as 3�25" • 
The s tep by step procedure u-aed in installing a.nd loading th specimen 
is s follows : , 
(l)  Aft r att ohi the test thermocouple and extensometers 
or ckets to the peci .en, the upp r · d lower specimen holders ar 
screw d to th specimen. Powder d gr phite- is applied to the thr ada 
for easi r �=r�=�mbly at the end of the te t. 
(2 )  Th orew j ok is op r ted manually fter di ng ing from 
the armotor to a po ition pproxim t ly l'' b low its ximum upward 
limit of travel. 
(3)  The furnace end oover are open d and th furnac is swWlg 
on i guide rail aw y · ro the re p nel. The furnac · wer and fuse 
cabl is no ., plug d into th recept el provid d on th r r p el. 
(4) Th topmo t th rmoeoupl ir and the aaeembl of p cime 
hold r , epe-cimen, to., are pas ed thr'o gh the fur ce from th bot to 
opening of th furn ce towards th top opening until th upper cimen 
holder ean b caught s cu.r ly from the top of th furnace. 
( 5 )  The furnace is now swun towards th rear panel 'by main­
taining th assembly of speeim n hold r ,, specimen -, tc • • t the 
center of  th furnace witil the upper sp oimen holder and lower speci­
men helder are in line with their corr eponding dapters in tbe 
sperical yoke assemblies. Th furnace can b fixed in that position. 
( 6) The upper and lower adapters are now screwed on to tne 
speoim n holders. All the threaded connections are checked for full 
thread engagement including thos nuts on the spherical yoke assembli •s . 
If the specimen is not at the middle of the fu.rnao , the furnao .e ie 
mov d according to th adjustm nt needed. �n this t up one thermo• 
couple wire is coming out of the furnaoe from the top opening and the 
two other thermo.couple wire from the bottom opening. 
(7 ) The furnace end covers are closed and kept tight enough by 
eprin action clamps without affecting the movement of sp cimen 
holders, after first wrappin the spun glass insulation a.round the 
specimen holder wher they nt r th furnace. This reduces eonsid r­
ably th th rmal draft that m y occur due to the large temp rat� 
differences between the surroundings and th radiation zon •Of th 
fu.rnac • 
(8 ) Th brackets for mounting the ere p microscope at the sid 
of th furnace are now adjusted so t t focusing the micro cope through 
the window gl ss and thus picking the image of the object from the 
center of the furnace (i. e. ,  platinum trips in this ca e )  is poesibl . 
This can be aocomplished only by trial and rror by changin , the 
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position of th braek t and by observin for the image of the. object 
through th eaeh position of th br eket . When th 
brackets are fix d, th y hould not be di turb d until the nd of the 
test . It is to b noted that the furn oe w4,ndings should be calibratad 
b fore fixing th speoim n to the machine as described on page 24 of 
this thesis and also coording to the instructions of the Marshall 
furna-c instruction book. 
( 9 ) Th load-unload swi teh on the. leveling witch assembly 
should b set t "load, " d all ·oth r switches xe . t 1oad control 
switch should be set at norr .. " 'l'he lo d c,-o�trol witch hould be set 
at manua1 position. 
(lO) Th lectric power to the testing machin e.111<1 to the 
furnao temperature controll r can now b turned oa. t this stage .• 
the furnace pow r switch can be set at "on . tt .and its control for 
position and temp ratur oan- b djust d .  
(ll ) Now is the time for calculating the desired load en th 
w ight pan. Since th dim nsions of th specimen are standardized, 
w can find the relation between th weight we are dding to the w ight 
an d to the str s that will be impres ed on the peoimen. The 
redueed section of the apeoimell under test is · o • .505n in di et r .  i. e . , 
0. 200}7? square inche in cross-sectio al ar • Since th l ver r tio 
elect d is l : 4o, one pound of w i h on th weight pan implies 40 
pounds of tension lo d on the specimen . In other words , one pound of 
weight on the weight pan implies 40/0. 200377 = 199 . 624 � 1995/
8 pai 
stress on a standard specimen used in this creep testing machine. With 
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this relation w can det rmin the weight· to be add d to t e  weight 
pan to obtain the de·sired tr on the sp cimen. It is to b borne 
in mind that th mall weight :pan which weighs two pounds is al.re dy. 
011 the weight rod and this should be considered in adding th remaining 
weights to obt n the desired stress. The desired weights re placed 
on the weight pan such that the slots in th w ighte re alt �nately 
f eed in oppo ite directions which will provide an interlocki.ng otion. 
(12) Th tim.· for the specim(!n to re eh t.he• test tempe.ratur 
vari from 5 to 8 hours d- pending on the variac s tting on the power 
tran former. In e se, the sp cimen 1 b�ought to the test t mpera­
ture and m · nt ined there overnight, before the stress is applied. The 
temperature along th sp cimen gauge len th can now b measured, and 
if necess ry adjusted by eans of th fine rheostats provided on the 
middle and top winding until th y show within the Am rican Society, 
fo · estin Materials epeeifi-cations. 
(13) To ctu lly load th sp cim n •  the t p by step proc dure 
i as follows :  The scr w j ck is operated manually to move the output 
shaft downward to r move any slack in th aesembly of the specimen ., the 
cimen holder , and th adapters, but no lo d should be imposed oil the 
·p cimen in this operation. Th next st p is to switch on the motor 
ow r switch. When this is don • the armotor can be en aged. The 
direetion contr l . witch o b a t t loa posi.tion . Now the ar­
motor will op rat th crew j ok to mov th output h -ft downw rd. 
When thia motion baa brought a 11 clearance between th top of the 
ph rical yoke a aembly and the botto of the top pl te of the basic 
fr • as embly, the load control switch should. be set at automatic and 
the direction control witch should be t the "off" posi.tion. 
(14) As soon as th lever ha lev led and the ll armotor stops, 
the tim r c n be st ted, and then the i.nitial , croscope readings 
hould be tak n from both id of the furnaee. The most impOr\ant 
t of creep teneion teat is taking creep veraws time readings at. 
frequent int rval .  Tak.in er ep readings with the help of a creep 
microscope is the olde t technique and still .adopted 1n ome labor ... 
torie an indu tries. 
Since the icroaeope magnified the image of th object fifty 
time • the lines marked on the platinum strip , £be scratch e and 
oth r bright � eka could b seen in th image plane of th♦ objeetiv . 
Special. j igs and fixtur s ar ·· r quired to ark l ine on platin 
rip . Since uoh facilitie wer not vailable, the uthor took 
c rtain bright specks or fine scratches the reference pointa, one 
oti e ch beet of plat.in near the boundary. It was observed that the 
be t ele im e of th obj ct could be seen only when the platinum 
strip was t right an l s  to the beam of light or to the axis of the 
micro cop . Since the platinum trip were oving• on inside the 
other, one trip of platinum was n r to the ioroscop than th 
other trip. Such difference of distances brought the problem of 
e eins only one trip at time very cl a.rly , and th oth r only 
v gu ly. So th miero cop had to be focused so that a :fair image 
could be seen on both strips of platinum r ther than ing on ol arly 
and the oth r one only v· guely. In oth r word , the microaccpe mu t be 
focused in b tw n the two settings. Sine . the microscope is so sensi• 
tiv , the platinum extensomet r part must be made in suoh way that 
th se platinum strips should touch e eh other throughout the test. 
Th n xt step is to mea ure th distanc between the reference 
points . B fore mea uring this , we have to make sur that th divided 
dr is at the top of the microsoop , so that the saw tooth index 
t nda v rtieally, anci th bifilar eyepiece �icrometer is attached 
firml.y to the stainless st el body tub by tightening th& screws. The 
di ided drum oan b rotated now until th bifilar hair line ncloe s 
one of th refer nc point . Th  re ding is to be noted s described 
in the description of the equipment, Th divided drum can b turn · 
further until the bifilar hair lines enclo e the oth r r f r  nee point. 
Th re ding is to be not. d in th sam w • Th : diff' reno b twe n the 
two read.in g 
Thi di tance m 
a th reference di ta.no 
inor as or d areas 
for our er p m sure 9Dt • 
the test progr s depending 
on the r lativ mov ment ot th platinwn strip. . Creep me ur ments 
must be tak n on both sides of th extensometer d vie to obtain tru 
or axial er ep. The bov process of aking the reading at the same 
r f r  nee points hould be repeat d t requent int rv l .  The inter­
val depends upon the stress and temper ture at which the test is 
proce ding. When th str ss and temperatur are high, th re ding 
should b t ken four or five times a day in th beginning. If the 
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stress is low, taking the r adinge two times a day will be sufficient 
in the beginning . Wh-en once the test nters the minimum or con tant 
creep rate state, it does not make any differ nee whether we tak . 
r adings onoe in a day or once in two days . 
More consistent readings can be obtained if the focusing can be 
done at the same place throughout the test 1 and the readings of the 
two reference points taken after those refex, noe points are located 
with the bifila.r cross hairs by moving th filar mioromet r in the same 
direction throughout th test. Each reading should b taken two or 
three tim s and the mean of the e readings recorded ae the final reading 
to improve the ac·euracy. 
Since the temperature effect on creep is v ry significant, tb · 
temperatures along the specimen gauge length should be kept as alik 
as poseibl , and the te t temperature should be maintained constant. 
To achieve these benefits, te·mperature readings of the test thermo­
coupl e should be noted in the beginning at least up to one week and 
corresponding adjustments should be made on the fine rheo tats pr.ovid d 
on middle and top windings of the furnace. Adjusting first the zero 
error of the galvanometer in th furnace temp r ture eont�oller and 
then potentiometer circuit standardizing must b9 done ono a day to 
maintain the t st temperature con tant tbrougbout .• 
hen th stress and temper tur . are high, th r f r  nee points 
noted in the beginning will mov eoon out of our field of view .. Just 
before th y leave the field of view, two other reference points should b 
4o 
cho en and the sam procedure followed. When th se two new ref ranee 
points a.re chosen , w must take the final r adinge of the two old 
reference points and compute th total er ep that occurred up tc this 
time . This total creep up to this stage should then be added to the 
creep of new reference readings . 
hen enough data has be n obtained as explained above t the 
procedure to be carried out at the end of  the test varies dep nding on 
whether it was a rupture test , a long time tension test • or a test to 
find the recovery rate of the test speoimen as the load was removed .  
After noting th,e final creep and time readin�s • the corresponding pro­
cedure should be followed as explained in the creep testing machine 
instruction manual . At the end of  th test , the diameter of the small• 
est section on th specimen is measured with a micrometer in order to 
check the reduction 1n area, 
Results 
The object of a creep tension test is to collect creep-tim data. 
1 these tests were conducted at a constant temperature of l200°F. 
Th fir t test was at 12 . 500 psi stres level . This test was taken off 
at 600 hours due to inconsistent creep readings. The main reason for 
this kind of failure may be due to the act that th bifil r ey piec 
micromet r is not attached firmly t th body of the microscope . Sine 
the stress nd temperature are lo for this particular material and 
since there a.re no clear marks on the platinum strips , the measurement 
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Table 1 .  Creep-Time R ·  dings for 12.500 P 1 Str ss L vel a.t 
l200°F on Hast lloy X Bar aterial 
Creep deformation (inches x 10•
4) Creep strain 
(in. p r  in. Time in 
Left RiP:ht Average X 10.,.J+) hours 
•164. 74 •17 .36 0.3 
5 . 2? 5 .09 5 .18 1 . 59 9 . 7  
9. 61 9. 63 9 . 62 2 . 96 18 . 8 
6. }6 6. 18 6 .27 1. 9:, 24.o 
7 .52 7 . 64 7 . 58 2 . 33 33. 3 
11 . 40 11 . 36 11.38 3 .50 41 , 6  
13.92 13. 64 13. 78 4 . 24 57 . 1  
14.7? 14. ?l 14. 74 4 •. 54 68 . 85 
15 ,54 15. 28 15. 41 4. 75 81 . 6  
10.21 10. 95 10. 58 :5. 2, 106. J  
15. 8.5 14. 95 15. 40 . 4. 74 128. 2 
16. 86 16 . 32 16. 59 5 .10 142 .9  
20. 50  19. 98 20. 24 6 . 24 155 . 8 
18. 51 1 . 01 18 . 26 5. 62 178 . 8 
19. 78 19 . 30 19. 54 6. 0l 190 .1  
22.32 21 . 58 21.95 6 . 75 202. , 
23. 44 22. 80 23. 12 7.12 220.5  
22 . 88 22 . 32 22. 60 6 . 9; 240. 9  
23.57 23. 17 23. 37 7 . 19 250.3  
25 : 02 24. 62 24. 82 ? . 65 274. 5 
26,}3 26 . 03 26. 18 8 .05 297 . :,  
29 . 48 29 . 12 29 . 30 9.02 310.6  
28 . 2.5 27 . 95 28.10 8. 65 329.7  
29. 86 29. 42 29. 64 9 . 13 346. ; 
31. :,8 31. 02 31 .20 9. 61 357 . 8  
35. 18 34. 73 34. 95 10. ?'5 370. 4  
30. 83 30 . 51 30.67 9 . 45 393 .• 6 
45 .08 44. 12 44. 60 13. 72 4o5. 8 
33. 74 33. 31 33.52 10,. 31 429. 4 
31. 5.3 31 . 17 31 . 35 9. 6.5 448.7 
33.11 32 . 6.5 32. 8 10. 12 474.6 
4o.02 39 . 59 39. 80 12. 24 501 . 3 
35. 23 34. 67 34.95 10 . 75 .524. 7 
36. 88 36 . 33 36. 60 11 . 25 5 9 . 6 
37 .35 36 . 95 37. 15 11. 42 600.0 
*Th di.stance between the two refer ·nce points initially 
Tabl 2, Creep-Tim R adings for 25 .000 si Stress L vel at 
1200°F on Hastelloy X Bar Material 
Unite - 10•3 inches 
Cumulative Creep 
deformation Creep 
Left Right Lef't (LT) Bight ( �) = LT + � strain 
2 
� 
2 64 
l • 1.73 0. 96 0 .91 0. 935 0 . 288 
15. 80 1.03 1 .58 1. 61 1 .595 o . 491 
14.57 - 0, 16 2 .81 2.80 2 •. 8o5 o. 863 
13. 56 • 1.21 3 .82 3 .85 :;. 835 1. 180 
11. 80 - 2 • .81 5 . 58 5. 45 5. 51.5 1 . 697 
9 . 80 .. 4. 87 7 . 58 7 . 51 7. 545 2. 321 
8 . 36 - 6. 27 9.02 8 . 91 8 . 965 2 .758 
6 ,33 - 8.34 11.05 10. 98 ·ll . 01.5 3.389 
4. 06 -10. 42 13. 32 13.06 13. 190 4,060 
2. 40 -12. 13 14. 98 14. 77 14. 875 4. 580 
0� 41 ·-13. 89 16. 97 16. ;3 16, 750 5, 150 
- 1 .49 -15.57 18. 87 18. 21  18. 540 5.700 
• 3 .18 -17 , Z.9 20 . 56 20.13 20. 345 6.180 
- 4. 80 -19.04 22. 18 21.68 21. 93 6 . 75 
- 6 . 86 -21.02 24.24 23. 66 23. 95 7 . 37 
• . 84 -22.96 26 . 22 25. 60 25. 91 7 . 97 
-10. 41 -24. 69 27.79 27 . 33 27 . 56 8.48 
--11. 84 -26. 43 29. 22 29.07 29. 145 8 . 97 
-1:;. 24 .. 27. 98 30 .62 30.62 30 .• 62 9 . 42 
-14.76 -29.55 32 . 14 32. 19 32 . 165 9 . 90 
-16. 30 -30.85 33. 68 33. 49 33. 585 · 10. 33 
-17. 80 -31 . 96 35 . 18 34. 60 34. 89 10. 73 
-19. 50 -34.l.5 36 . 8 36 .79 36 . 835 11. 3:, 
-20 .94 .. 35. 82 38 .32 38 . 46 38 . 39 ll. 81 
-22 . 42 -36.67 39. Bo  39. 31 39. 5.55 12. 17 
-23. 64 .. 38 . 44 41.02 41 .08 41 .0; 12. 63 
-24 . 66 -39. 21 42.04 41. 85 41 •. 91f.5 12. 91 
-26 . 72 -40. 68 44. 10 43. 32 43. 71 1,. 45 
19. 81 
18. ?3 -42. 14 45. 18 44.78 44. 98 13. 84 
12. 49 
17 . n  11. 21 46. 80 46.  6 46 . 43 14. 29 
15. 89 9. 80 48. 02 47. 47 47. 745 14. 69 
14. 98 8. 78 48. 93 48. 49 48. ?l 14. 99 
13. 62 7 . 47 5()·. 29 49 .80 50. 0!+5 15. 40 
12. 40 6. 47 51. 51 50. 80 51 . 155 15. 74 
Time 
in 
hour 
0 .3  
10. 6  
23 .0 
34. 9 
45. 7  
57 . 2 
71. 7 
83. 8  
91+. 3 
107 .6  
118 .8  
130. 4 
142 . ?  
151+.7  
166. 6  
178.8  
190 .7  
203.0 
215 . 0  
226 . 8 
238 . 8  
251 . 3  
263 . 2 
275 .0 
287 -. 2  
298. 8 
,10. 9  
321. 4  
334. 8 
346 .o 
358 . 7 
370. 7 
381 . 8 
394. 8 
4()7.0 
Table 2 .  (Continued ) 
Uni ts - 10-3 inches 
Cumulative Creep Time 
deformation Creep in 
Left Right Left (Lrr) Right ( � )  = � + � strain hours 
2 
ll . 4o  5. 23 52.51 52.04 52 . 275 16. 08 419.0  
10.1  4.20 53. 73 53.07 53. 40 16 . 43 430.0 
9 , 18 2. 80 54.73 54. 47 54, 60 16. Bo 442.6 
1. 90 1 . 66 56 .0l 55. 61 55 . 81 17 .l? 454. 5 
6 .91 0 .67 57 �00 56. 60 56 . 80 17. 48 466.o 
5 . 66 - 0 . 32· 58. 25 57 .59 57 . 92 17. 82 478. 9 
4.57 - · 1 , 34 59 . 34 58.61 58._ 975 18 .15 491 .1 
3 . 67 - 2. 43 60, 24 59�70 59. 97 18. 45 502. 6  
2. 60 - 3. 45 61 . 31 60.72 61 . 015 18. 77 514.9 
1 .54 - 4.51 62. 37 61 .78 . 62 . 075 19.10 526. 6  
o .49 - 5.52 63. 42 62 .79 63.105 19. 1+2 539. 2 
- o. 49 • 6 .32 64. 40 63.58 63. 99 19.69 551 . 0  
- 1 . 61 • 7 . 65 65.52 64 .• 92 6.5. 22 20.07 562. , 
- 2 .71 - 8 . 63 66.62 65.90 66 . 26 20 .39 5-74. 4 
- 3. 83 - 9 . 79 67 .7S. 67 .06 67 . �  20.74 587. 4  
... 4,5 -10. 57 68. 49 67.84 68 . 165 20.97 597 .5  
- 5. 6  -11 . 95 69. 59 69. 22 69. 4o5 21.35 611.1  
- 6 .73 -12. 76 70 .6i. 70.03 70 . 335 21 .64 621 .7  
- 7 .50 -13.54 71 . 41 ?0. 81 71 . 11 21 . 88 6.;4.o 
- 8 . 83 -14 • .59 72.74 
.. ?l. 86 72.. 30 22 . 25 646 .? 
- 9. 67 .. 15. 72 73 • .58 72. 99 73. 285 22. 55 659 .0 
-10. 70 -16 .55 74. 61 73,82 74. 21.5 22. 83 671 . 0  
� 1 •l?. 69 7;. 61 ?4. 96 75. 285 23.16 684. 2 
4. 24 -19. 40 77 . 53 76 .67 77 . 10 23.72 ?06. 9 
2 .26 -21 . 22 79 . 51 78 � 49 79.00 24. :,0  732. 7  
0 .63 -23.06 81 .14 Bo. 33 80 . 735 24. 84 756 .0 
- 1 .09 ... 24. 74 82. 86 82. 01 82 . 435 25 . 36 ?78 , 4 
- 2.94 -26 • .50 84, 71 83.77 84. 24 25 . 92 8o2 .8  
- 4. 89 -28. lt-1 86. 66 85. 68 6 .17 26 • .51 827 .0  
- 6. 37 -30.24 88. 14 87 . 51 87 . 825 27.02 850. 5 
4.62 
2 .70 -31 . 86 90.06 89. 13 89. 595 27 .57 875 .1  
1 . 00 -33. 67 91. 76 90. 4 9.1. 3.5 28. 18 898. 5 
- 0. 81 -35- 31 93. 57 92.58 93. 07 28. 64 922 . 6 
- 2 . 57 -:,6 . 95 95. 33 94. 22 94. 77 29 .16 946. 2  
7.20 -41 -. 67 99. 96 98 .94 99. 45 :,o. 6 1000.0 
(1 )  
8. 92 
12. 82 
18 •. 18 
23. 76 
25. 46 
25.32 
24. 24 
24.30 
23.96 
Table 3(a) . Creep-Time Observations for 3.5,000 Psi Stress Level at 
1200°7 on Hastelloy X Bar Material 
Creep .deformation (lo-3 inch units) 
Left Ri �ht Average 
Total Total of both Cree3 strain (2) Average creep (1) (2)  Average creep sides (10- units) 
9 .• 04 8.98 11. 48 ll .64 11 • .56 
12. 84 12.83 3. 85 13.34 13. 74 13.55 1 . 99 
18.14 18. 16 9.18 15.76 15.60 15.68 
23. 86 23. 81 14. 83 20. 68 20. 92 20. 80 
25. 64 25.55 16. 57 21.20 21. 24 21. 22 
25. 14 25.23 16.25 21.34 21 . 44 21..39 
21+.22 24. 23 15. 25 21 .54 21. 41+ 21. 49 
24.30 24. 3()  15. 32 21.36 21.4o 21.38 
21+.oo 23. 98 15�00 21.62 21.50 21 .. .56 
Time in 
hours 
O.l. 
8.7 
15.6 
21. 6  
27.8 
34. 9 
42. 7 
4?.4 
58 .• 6 
Test stopped at 60 hours and started again after refixing the· brackets of exten-someter device to 
the shoulders of the a.pecimen. 
i 
(l } 
19.98 
26.72 
36.18 
6. 62 
- 0.18 
- 9. 58 
-16.70 
8.46 
0 
-13. 44 
.. 21.46 
-28.6o 
34.54 
25.5(.) 
16. 46  
6. 9() 
. 2- " 
-13. 70 
-25. 32 
-35 •. 82 
37 .. 10 
23. 18. 
13.70 
5.'14 
Table 3(b) . Creep-Time Observations for 3.5 .000 Psi Stress Level at 
1200°F on Bastelloy X Bar Material 
Creep deformation (lo-
3 
inch units) 
Left Ri �ht Average 
Total TotaJ. of both Creep strain 
(2) Average creep (l)  (2) Average creep sides (10-3 units) 
19.92 
� 
19.So 19.82 19. 81 
26. 72 • 'i 6 .77 12.86 12.74 12.86 7.01 6 •. 89 2.0585 
36.22 36. 20 16.2.5 3 • .52 3.28 3.40 16. l+l l:6.33 5.0246 
6.50 6 .56 
- 0.30 - 0.24 23.05 - 4.12 - 4.10 - 4.ll 23. 92 23.485 7 .226 
- 9. 60 - 9.59 32. 40 -12. 42 .12 • .58 -12.50 32.31 32.35.5 9 .955 
-16.84 -16.77 39 • .58 -20.o8 -20.08 -20.08 39.89 39.735 12. 226 
8 . 60  8. 53 27. 88 27.92 27. 90 
0 0 48.ll 19. 62 19. 46 '19. ,, 48.25 48.18 14. 82 
-13.36 -13.40 61 ..• 51 .5.60 .5.70 5.65 62.14 61.825 19 .• 02 
•2l.4o -21. 43 69. 54 - 1 .• 72 - 1.78 - :1..75 69.54 69,. 5'4 21. 40  
-28.66 -28.63 76.?4 - 9.56 - 9.38 - 9 .47 77.26 ??.00 23.? 
34. ?0 
� 25.58 5 85.82 -17 •. 38 -11.62 -17.50 8;.29 85.505 26.31 
36.10. 36.22 �:� 16.34 16. 40  94.96 26.22 26. 42 95.13 9.5.04; 29. 24 
6.88 6 .99 104. J.7 16. 98 16.98 l.6. 98 104. 4? lo4. 4Z 32. 13 
.. 2.52 - 2.48 ll3 •. 84 7.56 7 . 52 7 . 54 113. 91 113.875 35.0,4 
Oli13. "'8 -13. 59 124.:95 - 3,. 90 - 4.06 - 3 98 . .. 125. 1+3 125.19 38.52 
-25. :,8 -25. 3.5 136�71 -1.5. 34 -15.52 -15.43 l,;6. 88 136.795 42.09 
47 .24 4? .04 
� -35.60 -35-71 147,0? 36.74 36.,S 3 147 . 46  14?.265 45. 31 
.3o.92 31.01 
23.22 23.20 160.88 23. 16 23.00 23.08 160. 94 160.91 49. 51 
13. 60 13. 65 170. 43 13,02 13. 04 13-.0.3 170. 99 170.71 52 .53 
.5 •. 14 5.14 178.94 4.?0 4 .. 68 4.69 179.33 179.135 55.12 
Time in 
hours 
0 .• 2 
6. ,3 
14.6 
20.45 
27.6 
33. 6  
4o.4 
51 . 15 
57. }5 
63. 6 
70. 4 
78 • . 2 
85. 9  
93.3 
101.7 
110.2 
117. 9 
127.6  
l�. 2 
1i.o.1 $ 
1rable 3(b) .. (Continued)  
Creep deformation (10•3 inch units) 
Left Ri (ht Average 
'Total Total of both Cree
� 
strain lime in 
(1 ) {2)  Average creep (1 )  ( 2) Averue creep sides (10- units) hours 
- 8 . 88 - 8. 74 - 8 . 81 192. 89 - 9.72 - 9.64 - 9. 68 193.70 193.295 59. 47 149. 7  
-19 .76 -19. 84 -19.8o 203.88 -20.00 -20.04 -20.02 204.04 203. 96 62 .• 76 156.9 
44. 62 44. }6 44.49 
-32.26 -32. 24 -32.25 216.33 31. 28 31. 32 31.30 217.23 66 .56 165. 0 
33.14 33.14 z3.14 
19.36 19 .• 22 19.29 230.18 16-.58 16.66 16. 62 231.91 70. 82 173.7 
5.8o 5. 98 5.89 243.58 3. 54 I 3. 62 3.58 244 .• 95 ?4. 96 181 .. 6 
- 8. 02 - 8.10 - 8.06 257. ;3 -10. 72 -10.70 -10.71 259. 24 79. 24 189. 8 
51.80  51 .72 
� -24.06 -24.22 -24. 14 273.61 35.60 35 .72 35 215. 34 84.19 198.8 
-35 -90 -;6.00 -35-95 28.5. 42 22.22 22. 28 22. 25 288. '75 8? •. 82 205. 8 
32.78 32. 94 
� 
8� 18. 74 18. 78 7 299. 52 8.56 8 .54 8. 55 302. 45 92.1-6 213.5 
3. 62 3.52 3. 57 31�. 11 - 7.78 - 7. 64 - 7.71 318.71 96 . 83 222.0 
- 8.51+ - 8. 62 - 8.58 326 .• 86 100.51 228.9 
49. 14 49.04 49.09 
36.00 35.88 35.94 :;40.0l 104.62 236.0 
18. 16 18.26 18 .• 21 357.74 110.07 245. 6 
o.40 o.46 o .. 43 375.52 115.54 254. 6 
-13. 82 -13.84 •lJ.8} 389 .• 78 119.93 261.5  
-20.90 .20. 86 -20. 88 396. 73 122.07 271 . 1  
43�,56 lt3.58 43. 57 
i 
of' such v ry low ore p r  �dings also contributes to the · neon isterit 
r ading . The readings ar t bulated in Ta.bl 1 .  
The seoond test wa eondueted at 25,000 psi tr. s level. Thi 
te t continued up to 1000 hours . In the author • e  opinion , the seeoad 
t st gav v ry good r sults . Theee a.r tabulated in T· ble 2 .  
The third test was at  35 1000 psi stress level. The test went 
on smoothly up to 21 . 7  hou.r . The author eouJ.d not m a.sure er p after 
27 . 8 hours as an unfortunate thing happened to the xtensom ter device 
approximately 24 hours after the teat started. To ma.k sure that theJ-e 
w s no mist e , in this conclusion , the authoF continued the t st up to 
58 .6 hours . The re ults shown in Table }(a) indi-0 te that there was 
indeed a malfunction in the exten ometer device . As a precatttion.ary 
measure it was det rmin d that the gearmotor function d properly and 
that the furnace and its controll r worked as usual . At thi . tage 
then, w suspeoted three reasons for this kind of f i.lure . 
ae follows s 
h y wer 
(l) If t o  referenc points ar pick d u on ·one of the pl ti-
num st-rips •  there would not be any possibility of noticing creep on 
the xtensom ter devie . 
(2) At the nd of the second test , when we tried to tak out 
the extensom ter brackets from the specimen , the spot w lded joint 
at the two platinum trips of one b acket , mark d in i V, 
separated and were only r w lded in an uns tisfactory manner . ,Uso one 
of th st inlesa st el wires holding the pl tinum atri in position 
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with the bracket became r ther short in l'Emgth. It was susp et d that 
these spot w lded joints which were r w lded might have again become 
separat d .. 
(3)  One• of the brackets of the extensome t  r device might have 
b co e loosened due to the stress relaxation of th allen scr we at 
elevated temperatures� 
It was decided that the first reason as highly improb ble 
because the image of the obj ct in the im ge plane was clear . the bor­
der line between the two pl tinwn strips w s clear , and the line m ked 
on on platin . stri was discontinued at the border line. 
The test was then t rminated at 60 hours and inspect d for the 
failure � The third reason li ted abov as found to be the correct 
one. Since the time avail ble was very short , and the�e were no xtra 
specimens on hand , e decided to continue the test on the same specimen. 
The extensometer device was again fitt d to the same specimen with new 
all n screws and th te t was again continued. The readings obtained 
tabulated in Table 3(b).  As  menti,oned in reason two above , one of 
the stainless steel wires holding th platinum strip in position ith 
th bracket beoame short ned during rewelding process and the author 
could not me. sure the exten ion on this side after 222 hours. However , 
the readings tabul ted for 156 . 9 hour in Table 3 ( b) showed the same 
creep readings taken from both s' d s of th extensometer device. 
Hence it w s concluded that there would not be any appreciable error 
in the readings taken all from one side. gain the br cket was 
loceeaed aft•r all,out 26, hours and iher wa no mea urable er ep «fter 
th1a incident. The test was continued eo that th• ruptUN time eoul4 
b.e tou.4 •t ibis eti-ess and temperature, and it wa• foilai to be '69.1 
hovs (60 + .509.1 ).  
A familJ ef creep-time curvee can be obta11utd aow from tke data 
collected 111 those tnr•• tests. The cnep str«ia and. tim·e measv► 
mente can be plotted to a linear acale on a paph paper aa ahown in 
J'igwe .XVI. The minimum creep rate eaa be d•t•rmine4 for each at»'•• 
after establishing the minimum er c.onatant qreep rate period 17 
approumatiag the poia.te oa the oreep-time eun:e tn the eeoon.48;7 t$"••P 
to a straight line. The minimum 8reep rate vs. stresa can ae plotted 
o-a a. log ... la1 paper as shown. in Figw,e XVIII . It will be a straight 
lill• for moat of the stable m- tals and alloys. 
Plotting the creep.time evv•s tor \he t:lrat two te te was quite 
aatiefactory. Siaee the e .. eep readings in the third test were Qaatis­
faotory 'between 21.7  ho\d,'°a and 60 hcnare . apeoiaJ.. attention. was aeeded 
ia plotting the creep-time curve. To compe1usate tor the ere p that 
haa occurred betwhn 21.7 hours IUld 60 hours. tbe following technique 
wa ued. The creep•time curve u;p to l.7 hours was plotted for. the 
r adiags in Table }(a)  on on• graph paper. The Ta.bl 3(b)  readiaga 
belonged to the same specimen but actually started from and beyo.ad. 60 
hours. Se the graph of Table 3(b)  slid oa th♦ o-aph of Table ,(a) -y 
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Figure XVI . 
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Figure XVII . 
0 
Creep Time Curve for Hastelloy X at 1200 F .  
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keeping the or •P train xia t the ordinat of 60 hours of graph 
of Table ,< ) until both graphs matched a how in Figure XIX. The 
technique wa found to be logical and appropriate .  Thia technique 
was plo7•d in plotting the or ep-time cnirYe for the thlrd tut t 
results . Since the ere p straia axis was t eufficient t.o represent 
all the data for teat III, the cemplet• c .. eep•·iime cnu,·e wa plot t.ed 
on a eeparat graph paper s shown in Figure XVII . It waa not possible 
to further reduce the scale of creep etraia becauae al oat all points 
on the oreepe-tim curve for th etns lev l 12,,00 pai touch•4 the 
time axia. 
Unleu we plot the data obtained in tho•• three teete aa ab.own 
in Figure XVI, XVII, and XVIII, •• cannot make uee of thte data tor 
design purpose . The interpolation or •xtrapolation of data ld.ll be 
po ible only with the he1p of gr pha ehowa in Figures XVI, XVII ,  and 
XVIII ,  but not with the raw d. ta alone in Ta\>lea l, 2 and :,. 
Whil loading the peoimen in 11 three teats , the author tried 
wi ucoessfully to aeure the initial partly elastic and p Uy 
pl tic defo tione. The maia r son for thi kind of failure wae 
th t the initial er ep r te was high c.nd the t:l.m for applying he 
lo 4 to the specimen wae eo short . Moreover, it wa• required t take 
care of switching procedure for appl7ing the le d automatically. 
,, 
The f1r t test wa not v ry satisfactory a xplain d U11d•r the 
it In the uthor • s  opinion, the eond teat t 25,000 pa1 
tr e l  vel gave very _ood r ult . However• it wa clear from 
Figure XVI that the initial transient creep ••r1 low� The reaeon 
be in neglecting th initial plastic deform Uon on loading and 
immediat ly after loading (At very hi h str ,usea ., tb1 initial plastic 
deformation may be ev n 100 times the el tio deformation).  Since 
th•r• were no proviaion to me sur initial deform tiona with that 
kind of exten ion measuring apparatus, it wa not appropriate . to say 
the .rea.din s w, r not ati factory. 
R gardi.ng minimum ere p r  t• • the author could noi find any 
publi heel re ulta to comp e with the miaimwn cr••P x,ate that were 
obtained on Hastelloy alloy X bar material. It w s found that the 
creep r te obt in d in the ecoad te t of that aterial waa th same 
the publish d creep r te of heet of the e terial . 
pari on of mini um creep rat dat provid d by Union Carbide 
co ... 
Corporation (l:,) on Ha telloy alloy•X ab4t•t with data on b t rial 
published by Math w J. Donaohi • Jr. • d Bobert G. epbear4 ( llt,) 
i&ciie. ted that the inimum creep r tea vere higher with the ebeet \baa 
with th bar material. From these two st t ment which are ade in 
(l:, )Union Carbid , "  t llo alloy- , u Union Carbide Corpora­
tion, Kokomo, Indian , August 19 • 
(l4 )Don cbie, Mathew J. , Jr. , ancl Sh pheard, Rob rt G. ,  "Cr ep 
Rupture Behavior of Ha.et lloy X," .s.T.M. Proceedings� Vol. 61 • 
PP• 981, 1961. 
thie paragraph, it i apparent that the minimum creep r te obtained 
in the second test was higher than the ctual minimum creep rate. 
The rea oo. for obtaining thie high r minimum creep r te may be due 
to the manner in which the author attach d th e,ctenso-meter de-vie•• 
The poei ti.on ot attachment is  shown in Fi.pre XV. The gauge length 
used for this a t up was 3 .25n as shown. It ie poaaible to get · dif­
ferent minimum ere p rat• if the ga.ug length i taken aa the center 
to center distance on the two braoketa ( distance B-B. on the eketch.) .  
If the tand rd gauge length is JB-B aa shown in the k teh, the fleet 
of fillet radii and the increase in diametezt due to the shoulder• 
would probably complicate the problem. To adjust th error caus d 
b7 this effect ia theoretically 1mpoeidble , -but it  is pemsible 
exp rimentally as explained in Recommendations and C1)neltud.Ol'l4'• 
Beaides etress s and tempera.tures  vhioh will a.tfect th minimum 
ere p r te . there are e•rtain inher n't ch4U'acteri t1e of the tal 
and manufac·turing variables il1cludiDg phase tranefolin tions, alloying 
lemente , etructu.re, grain siz , preoipitaUon e ffects, d.eoxidat:l.oa 
pr ctie , grain 'boundaries, etc. 'l'he o ther factors like coolin rate , 
cry8 l growth, heat tre tment proces , d1sloca.tiorus p-resent in the 
crystal d raanuf cturing variable• like th furnace ueed for melUa , 
o sting , extruding, rolling, etc. , al u affect the mini um ere p rate. 
There will be a lot of difference in inimum or ep rate betwe n a cold 
rollln m terial and a hot rolling material even though the chemical 
ooaposition is the same. The ef.f ct of hot working i the grain 
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refin ment brought about by recrystallization. The coarse structure, 
is definitely broken up and elongated b7 th rolling action. Because 
of the high temperature, reery tallization etarts immediately and 
small grains start to form and grow rapidly until the recrystalliza• 
tion is co plet . Creep reeietance is also influenced by the gre.iD 
size Qf the m terial I at temperatures below the l.owest temperature of 
recrystallization , a fine grained steel poe esees the greater resist­
ance, wh reaa at temperatures above that point . a ecarse grained. steel 
is mor er p resistant. Another important probable factor influencing 
creep is pre nee of more dielocatione in a .cold worked aterial. The 
mor dislocations th.ere are, the more the slip tu a place in a 
cryetal. Regarding heat treatment process, the bar i solution heat 
tr ated (22.5()°F and w t  r quenched), vhereae the aheet ie solution 
beat treated, 2150°F and rapid air cooled. 
Som or these f otora ·· contrlbut• to bigb•r creep rates in a 
sheet ma t.erial than in bar ven though the chemical compoei tioa ie 
the same. 
EXTRAPOLATION OF DATA 
From family of ore p-tim curves , the En.gin er mu t dens 
methods of extrapolating th data for longer per1ode of tim d pending 
on the life of the machine element ubject d to high temperaturee, 
Bee u of obaol aeenoe and b cause cf th he v, financial burden it 
1• not d fdr ble to conduct tests in ord r to det .rmine the total 
creep that m y  occur during th entire lif time of the part. In any 
case , the extr polation of dat ie s ential for all application of 
creep d ta . i. e. 1 in any d sign of m chi.Jl element with a longer uae­
ful lif time at elevated tempei-atures. 
Extrapolation of th rate of secondary oreep has been employed 
to provide design data for ngin ring applications. For tbie purpoee 
the creep test must continue long enough to d fine the ope of the 
er ep•time curve in the constant r te or third stage. In the deeign 
of the machine memb r subj oted to high temperatur • it i acsaumed that 
the mat rial will not pase into the tertiary tage during the u eful 
lifetime .  S veral methods are available to extrapolate the u . 
The con t t creep rate lines in Figures XVI d. XVII c,an be extrapo­
lat d without much ppreoiabl error.  The gr ph  plotted on a log-log 
paper betwe n minimum creep rate and etre will be a st.1:-aight lin 
for o t of the table metals. Simil ·ly th _ graph plotted between 
th etre s on a lin r soal and m nimum ore p rate on a logartbmio 
aoale will be a traight line. Usually it i po ible to utrapol te 
th 4 ta with a · uranoe 1! there is a linear relation between any two 
variables. 
Fitting _ Creep-Tim� Curve 
It ie not an asy task to fit all the experimental data with a 
e.imple expression. First the uthor tried to fit th experim ntal dat 
obtainecl in the creep te t with a 1.ogarthmic cur••• No oa eu. exactl-1 
fit all those 68 observations in the second t et b7 a mathematical 
model . What we have to find 1a aome eompromi • curve which wil.l come 
as near ae posaible agreeing with all the 68. obae�vationa 1D the aecond 
te t.  There re three equations that <;an fit well enough these 
logartbmic curves. These are of t.h• fof-'m l 
Log(Cre p strain) • a + b (U.1 .. )-------------(l) 
Creep train • a + b Log( time)------(2) _ 
Log(Creep strain) • a +  b Log( time)- ------(3) 
wh re a and b are xperimental constants which depend on stress and 
temperature at which the te t is conducted. 
Equation (}) lit the author 's  experimental data better than 
th• other two equation . Thia ooncluaioa ha been re ched when the 
obs nations are plotted log( oreep etrain) veraue time , creep strain 
veraus log( ti e ) , and log( creep atrain) ••raw, log( time ) on a graph 
p per. It i found log(cre•p train) ver ue 1og( t1me ) i• a 'better 
approximation to a traight line than the other two •••• The 
constant• a and b are evaluated by using the principle of the m thod 
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of le t quar •• The expressions us a 1·a finding the conatanta a and 
b ar developed in Appendix .8. The constants and b caloulated. A.a 
thi wa;y for 25,000 psi streee 1 vel are as follows , 
a a - 4. 53116 , 
H nee quation (3) will be 
log(cr p strain) 11!1 • 4 • .53116 + 1.0:,1+3 log( time) 
Th1 expre ion did not fit w ll tor the 25,000 psi etre l vel 
experimental data. Th point obtained with the help of thie expre 
ai.011 are en.closed by email ti'iangl in Fi.pre XVI . 
Sine thi expr e ion ie not valid , w hall now apply the 
principl of l et quares to the fittin of xperimental data b-7 
polynomials .  There are 68 observations , and l e t  i t  b e  deeind to fit 
these readings with a s  cond degree polynomial . 
vh re 
T t is of the form 
t • tim in ho\lr . 
2 ar 
con tante. 
The proo du.re used to calcul. te the conatants 0 , , and a2 ia 
xplained in ppendi.X c. 'l'he n erieal eal. ul. tion are hown bel w. 
The summation t t are require to fo norm l equation 
t bulated in T bl 4.  
Fl • 68 + 28859• 7 + 166.59161 + 1 .,026237 • 16688089 
10 F
2 
• 28859.7  + 16659161 + 1. 1063335 X 10 + 573- 8846 • 
l. 108oo24 X lO
lO 
to 
1 
1 
l 
1 
1 
l 
l 
1 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
1 
1 
1 
l 
l 
1 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
1 
l 
1 
Table 4. Quantitie-s Required to Fit the· Data of 25 ,000 Psi Stre-ss Level 
With an Equation. E.
t = �0 
+ a
1 t + a2 
t2 
t t2 t3(x105) t
4(x108 ) E. (xio-3) . t�(xl◊-2 ) 
10.6  112.36 o.ou91016 0.00012625 , 0. 288 0.3053 
2;.o 529.00 0.,12167000 0.002?'9841 -0.491 1.1293 
;4.9 1218.01 o. 42508549 0.01483524 0.863 3.ou9 
45. 7· 2088 . 1+9 o-. 95443993 0 .• 04361790 1.180 5. 3926 
57.2 3271.84 1. 8714925 0.10101+937 1. 697 ,. 7068 
71.,7 5140-.89 ;.6860181 0.26428?50 2. }21 16. 6416 
83.8 1022. 44 5.884804? 0.49}l4664 2 .758 23.1120 
94. 3 8892. 49 8. 385ti181 0.79076378 3.389 31 .9583 
107.6 11517.76 12. 1+57670 l.}'+04453 4.06 4:; •. 6856 
11&.8  14113. 44 16. 766767 1 .9918919 4. 58 51t. 4104 
130. 4  17004-. 16 22 .• 173425 2.8914146 5.15 67. 1560 
142.7 20.363.29 29.058415 4.1466358 5.70 81.3390 
1;1t.7  23-932.09 37.,022943 5,. 7.274-493 6,.18 95.6046 
166. 6 27155. 56 46. 240?63 , •. 10,1111 6.75 1i2. 1+550 
178. 8 31696. 44 57 .• 161359 l0♦, 220lt51 1. ,1 1;1.7756 
190.7 ;6366. 49 69. 350896 1:;.22:5216 · 7 •. 97 1.51.. 9879 
203.0 41209.00 8;.654270 16.981817 8. 48 172.1� 
215.0 4622.5--00 99.383750 21. 367506 8 .92 192 •. 8.550 
226. 8 51'+38.24 ll6.;66193 26-. 458925 9. 42 213. 6456 
236.8 57025. 44 136.17675 ;2. ,19008 9.90 2}6.)+120 
251 .,;  .631.51,.69 1,s.10020 39.881359 10. 3:;. 259.5929 
263. 2 69274. 24 182.32980 47.989203 10. 73 ,282 .• , 4136 
275.0 75625.00 207,. 96875 57.1911+06 11. 33 3-11.-5750 
287.2 .8248:,.84 2'6.89359 68.035839 11. 81 339.18,a 
298. 8 89281. 44 266.??294 79.7117,55 12.17 '63--6)96 
310. 9 96658.81 · 300.5122!+ 9:,. i.29256 12.6:, 392 •. 6667 
321.4  103291.96 331.9996q 106.70468 12.,91 lt-14.92?4 
t2
c. 
0-.032360 
0. 259739 
. 1.051134 
2.464418 
5.552312 
11.932006 
1,. 36?889 
30.136649 
47.005706 
61+.6}95.55 
87. 5711+�4 
116. 07075 
147. 9003:2 
187,. 35003 
235.61477 
289.84092 
3�9. 45232 
414.63825 
484.54822 
564,.55186 
652. 35696 
743.31260 
856.8312; 
974. 13415 
1086 .• 5551 
1220 •. aooa 
1:,33. 5767 
O'\ ..... .  
to t t2 
l 334. 8 112091.04 
1 346.0 119716.00 
1 358.7 128665. 69 
1 370. 7  137418. 49 
l 381.8 1457?1. 24 
1 39Zt-.8 155867.ot. 
l 40?.o 165649.00 
1 419.0  175561.00 
1 4-30.0 184900.00 
1 i.42.6 195894. 76 
l 454.5  206570.-25 
l 466.0 zrn.;6.oo 
l 478. 9 22934, •. a1 
l 491 .1  21+1179.21 
l ;o2.6 252606.76 
l 514.9  265122._0l 
l 52�.6 277-,07. 56 
1 539.2 290736,�64 
1 551 .0 30;601.00 
l 562.9  ;16856 . 41 
l 574. 4 329935-.36 
l 587.4 345038. 76 
l 5'1/ .5  357006.25 
1 611 .l  373443.,21 
l 621.7 386510. 89 
l 6}4.0 401956.00 
l 646. ? 418220. 89 
l 659.0 434281.00 
l 671.0  4,0241.00 
Table 4. (Continued) 
t3 (xio5 ) t4(x108) 
375. 28080 125.64401 
414. 21736 143. }1921 
461.52383 165. 54860 
509. 41034 188. 83841 
556. 55.459 212. i.9254 
615. 36-y,:;7 242. 94534 
674.19143 274. 39591 
735. 60059 308.21665 
795.07000 341.88010 
86? .,03021 38�. 74756 
938.86179 426�71268 
lOll. 9470 
\ �71. 56.728 
109.8. 331+2 525.9922; 
ll84. 43l  581.67411 
1269.6016 638.lOl.7!>-
1365.1132 102 •. 89680 
1460. ,016 768 .• 99683 
1567.6520 845.27794 
1672.841,5 92l. TJ567 
1783. 5847 1003.9798 
189.5.·1487 1088. 5734 
2026. 7571 1190.5175 
2133. 1123 1274. 5346 
2282.1115 1394. 5983 
2402.9382 1493.9067 
2548. 4010 1615.6.863 
2704.6345 1?49.08?1 
2861 . 9118 1885. 9999 
3021.1171 2027.1696 
-3) � (xlO t �( xl0-
2) 
13. 45 450. 3060 
13.84 4?8. S64o 
14. 29 512.5823 
14.69 544.5583 
14 •. 99 572. 3182 
15. 40  607 . 99.20 
15. 71+ 640. 6180 
16 •. 08 67J.6520 
16. 1+3 ·706. 4900 
16. 80 743.5680 
17 .• 17 780� :,765 
17 . 48 814. 568.0 
17. 82 853. 3998 
18 .15 891 •. 3465 
18. 1+5 927. 2970 
18-.77 966. !+673 
. 19 .. 10 1005.8060 
19. 42 1047. 1264 
19.6-9 1084. 9190 
20.fY] 1129,.7403 
20.39 1171. 2016 
20.71+ 1218.2676 
20.97 12;2.9575 
21. 35 1.304.6985 
21 .64 1345.�588 
21.88 1387. 1920 
22 .• 25 1438,9075 
22.55 1480.0450 
22 .• 83 1;31. 8930 
t2
� 
1507.6245 
1656 •. 8691+ 
1838 .• 6327 
2018. 6776 
218.5.1109 
2400. 3524 
2607. 3153 
2823-.0209 
3037. 9070 
3291.0320 
3546.8120 
3795.8869 
4o86. 9316 
4}77. 4027 
4660.5947 
4976 •. }401 
5296.574-lt 
5646. 1055 
5977.9037 
6359. :,081 
6?2:/. :;820 
7156. 1039 
?486. 4211 
?973-0125 
8364.0957 
8794. 797.3 
9305. 411'8 
9793.0365 
10279.002 
Q\ 
f\) 
to t t2 
l 684. 2 468129.64 
1 706. 9 499707. 61 
l 732. 7  536849.29 
l 756.0  571536.,00 
l 778. 4  605906 .56 
1 802. 8 64448?.8'4 
1 827. 0 683929. 00 
1 850.5 · 723350. .. 25 
1 875. 1  765800.01 
1 898.5 807302.25 
1 922.6 851190.76 
l 946. 2 895294 •. 44 
6.8 28859.7 16659161 
= s 
0 
= 61 
C s2 
Table Lt.. (Continued) 
t3(x1o-5) t
4(x108) 
3202. 9430 2191 . 4536 
3532. 4331 2497.0770 
3933. 4947 2882 .0716 
4320. 8122 3266. 5340 
4716. 3767 3671. 2276 
5173. 9484 4153. 6456 
5656.0928 4671 • .5888 
6152 .0939 5232. 3558 
6701 . 5159 5864.4966 
7253.6107 6517.,3692 
7853.0860 7245. 2571 
8471. Z'/60 801.5 .. 5213 
1.1063335 7. 9847868 
10 
x lO = SJ 
12 x 10 = s4 
c(xio-3) t E-(x10�
2
) 
23. 16 1584.,6072 
23. 72 1676 . 7668 
, 24. 3() 1780. i.610 
24. 84 1877. 90'+0 
25. }6 1974.0224 
25. 92 208o.8576 
26. 51 2192.3770 
a'7 .02 2298.0510 
2? . 57 2412. 650? 
28.18 2531 . 9730 
28. 64 2642. 3264 
29. 16 2759 ..,1192 
l.:02.62Yl 573.8846 
= K 0 - Ki 
t2
E. 
1o841.882 
ll8SJ.o64 
13045 .. 438 
1i.196.95l+ 
15365. 790 
16705 . 125 
18130. 958 
19544. 924 
21113. 106 
22749. 777 
24378 . 103 
26106�?86 
371929 .12 
= K2 
0\ 
\JI 
F
3 
= 16659161 + 1 . 1063335 X lOlO + 7 . 98�?868 X lOl
a 
+ 371929 = 799, 586?1 X 10lO 
Al = 6 
A.
2 
= 28859. 7 
Al = 16659161 
Bi = 28i�9• .Z = 42i.. !.o1,, 
cl = 
166g�l6
l 
= 244987.66 
D l . 02623'7 O· 0150917'!) l, = b8 · = · • ,., 
Check : l + Bl + cl + Dl t:J 24541,3. 07 = Ei_ 
B
2 
a 16659161 .. 424. 40735 X 288.59. 7 • 4410892 
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W L 
. 6 .  B3 = 1 . 1063335 x_ lO "' 41>24. 40?3.5 x 166.59161 • 3. 9930. 46 
X 109 
,, l • 10633,22 X lO
lO • 244.287 • 66 X 28. 59, 2 LY\� 2?"ZQ� \il
2 
= - . 4410892 
. . - . . s ;,v.;H :;)V·,.1 
D = ;zz.8846 • 0.0150912�. x 2Be59. 7  = 3•136:,?47 x io•.5 2 4. 410892 X 106 
E # 1. 1980024 X 10
10 - a42413.07 X 28829,z = 906. 27392 2 . 4. 410892 l;} 
Check : l + o2 + D2 • 9 ·6 . 27386 a E2 
c3 = 7 . 9847 68 X 10
12 - 905. 27383 X }� 99,30646 X 109 
• 244987 . 66 X 16659161 = 288. 681 xJ.09 
D • 371929 .12-,. 1363747�0·
5x;,. 92,30646xl09-o.01;m1z2x1662916l 
, 288. 681 X 109 
E • 722•2§67lxlO
l0
.906.27392x3.99306A+6xl09-24,54l�.071Cl665916l • l , 288.681 X lOj 
Solution s 
.a a2 • - l.6:,6Jl83 X 10 
-i • 3. 1}6}7'+7 X 1o•S • 905.27383 X ( ... l.6}6}183 X 10
-8 ) 
• �. 6176908 X 10-5 
a
0 
• 0.015091?2 - 244987. 66 x (- 1.6:,6318� x 10-8 ) 
• 424. ,4()';35 X 4. 6176906 X 10•' * • 4.9?,2]. X 10•4 
� • • 4.9?�21 X 10•'+ + J+.6i76908 X 10_, t - l .6}6,18} 
X 10-8 t2 
Thia xpr ssion fitted ver, w 11 for the entir test period • 
i. e . , 1000 hours. The ere p train increaaee wi h time up to l'+ll 
hour and from ther decrease due to the second degre negative term 
incr aeing more r pidly than the first degr e poaitiv te • Thia 
aximwn point can be found. by differentiating lid.th re p ct  to t .  
d €  
i . e  • • di 
• 83. + a a2 t • 0 
-� 4. 61769 X 10_, 
t • - • · • :S • 1'4-ll. hours 
Za2 3
.27264 10 , 
The xpr s ion to find the t l cre•p b yond the t at period · 
up to an1wh re in the eoondary ere p region can b writt n lar 
to the following form. 
f = €_ t
1 
+ C ( t  - t1 ) 
where t
1 is less than 1000 hours ( the test p rlod ) , 
£. = Creep strain at a time t 
C = nimum or ep rate 
Example : 
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For the test 1200°1 1 25,000 psi stress level, th total creep 
strain at 2.500 hours would be 
E. 2500 
= E.800 + 2. 4353 -x 10-
5 (2500.aoo) 
But from the above second degree polynomia1 expression , 
t.. 800 
= - 4. 9732]. X 10
-4 + _ 4. 6i76908 X 10•5(-800) 
-8 2. • l . 6_363183 X 10 (800) 
= 2. 59725264 X 10•2 
--2 . 4 -s a E 25()0 = 2.  5972.5 x 10 + 2. 353 x 10 (2500 .. 00 ) 
-
2 = 6 .. 73726 x l◊-
inimum Creep Rate • Stress Rela.tionshil? 
The minimum creep rate for an:, other str ss not covered in the 
bove tests can be obtained from the graph shown 1n Figure XVIII.  
Sine this graph is a straight line, it is also possibl to establish 
a r lation betwe n the minimum creep ate and the tre-ss at the test . 
temperature . 
The general expression for such a straight 11.ne would be 
C = a S
b 
where C • inimum creep r te in inch s per inch per hour 
S " stresa in p i 
and b are constants. 
wh•�• 
and 
The same expression can also be written. a 
logC • loga + b logs 
loga • interc•pt on th minimum o.re p rate ad.a 
b • slope ot th straight line 
• 8. 23S3 (obtained from the graph in F1gu.re XVIlI )  
Since the straight line ie not intereecting the minimum creep 
rate axi within the graph paper. the intercept can b found by ecalViq 
any one linear relation correspond to that straight lln graph. This 
can be done as follows : 
or 
Hence , 
log(2. 4353 x 10.,) • lop +  8. 21,, leg(2_5 9000) 
loga • - 40. 8?92 = 'l;i.1208 
• 1 . 3206 X 10•
4l 
Therefore, minimum onep rat - atreas relationship ia 
Wh•t'l th re are a:ny point whioh are spread considerably and when 
it is not possible to join them in one straight line , the thod of 
l ast square i the be t fit for euch a situation and the conatant 
in the espr aion can be valuated fol1owa s 
Tb.e minimum ere p r tes o tained en Ha.et lloy a.lloy-X bar 
m teria1 t 1200°F and at 12,500 psi and }.5,000 pld. tree levels are 
0.75 x 10-?, 2. 435J x 10•5 and 3.7?42 x 10
-4 in/in/hr. r epeotively. 
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Relationship betw en the two variables is C � a(S)
b 
or 
log. C = log. a +  b log. S or 
- -
C = log. a +  b 5 
The required quantities to substitute in quat!ons ( .5 )  and (6) 
are summarized in Table 5. 
Table .5. uanti ties to 1valuat the Constante in th Relation 
Between Minimum Creep Rate and Stress 
B'. 8751 
5. 3865 
1+. 5768 
c s 
= - 7.1249 4.0969 
= - 4.6135 4. 3979 
.= - 3. 42:;2 4.5441 
-15.1616 13.0389 
2. c A- = - = -
C 'W\ 
= - 5.0539 - 3(4.3  '3) 
= - 40.4397 
= 41.5603 
-41 a =  3.633 X 10 
- c->a cs s 
- 29. 19 16 . ?746 
- 20. 2897 19. 3415 
- 15 . 5554 20. 6488 
.. 6;. •0351 .56. 7649 
Renee ,  mini um creep r te - tr••• � l tionahip i• 
C • �.633 x 10•4� ( S)8 . 14l� 
Thia rel tionahip can be wsed to find tree• di tribution in 
a d sign probl m wh n there is both combined nding and direct load • 
and steady oreep. The relationship can aleo be uaed to predict the 
m1n1mwn cre-ep rate for any other ,-tr se at th• teat temp ratur• 
1200°F. 
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APPLYING THE DATA IN A DESIGN PROBLEM 
The amount that a member deforms or creeps depends upon the 
str ss, temperature , machining, pre-history of the material in casting., 
heat treatment and the chemical composition o f  the material. Moreover, 
the materials which will have the srune characteristics at room tempera.­
ture may diff.er in creep characteristics at higher temperatures., So, 
suitable values for -working stresses at high temperatures oa.n be 
determined only by experimental methods. 
When the part operates at high temperatures with a close olear­
anoe, the designer must predict the amount of creep that may take place 
during the entire life of the member. Where these close clearances are 
net involved ,. the permissible creep deformations are limited by taking 
into aeoount the total deformations that may ea.use the embrittlement 
and fractur.e .  In either case, the creep data is essential. 
Sometimes designs may impart brittleness tendencies to materials 
whioh would otherwise be ductile . If a bar is subjected to an uniaxial 
load, necking takes place as it approaches fracture . If the same bar 
is loaded laterally as well as axially and if these lateral loads are 
high enou.gh, plastic behavior can be suppressed to the point wher·e the 
bar would break in a brittle mlUUler wi th no elongation and no reduction 
in area. So the complete analysis of  the various forces which will aC't 
on a member to be designed is very important. 
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Sometim e th conoeptes of limiting creep strea can be uatJ:4 
in design problem. H. J .  Tapaell (l5) defi-nes the limiting creep 
etrese e "the lo 4 p .r- unit of th• original area wbich will �ust not 
bi-eak th bu whea allowed to remain for a long time. n This lim1t1Ag 
creep stress with a proper factor of ,safety may b• ueed. as the eat• 
working atreea 1n design · using the formulae 'bas.ed on elaatio theory, 
The part a ·aign d in this way may deform with time. even though it 
would not break. So thia procedure mq not be •ery eatiefaotc17. 
larly eaeitiv:e to temper; tu.re changes.  Ev o if then ie 2,•r highe.zo 
than d.esigned. tempera.tu.re • it may amount to aa increase ia \he ctreep 
rate of 6 to 10 time&, depending on the temperature at wb1oh lt ia te 
be operated. Se sufficient al.lowa.Jiee mu.et be mad., for possible temp-
temperature rather th.a.a on an average t.e,nperature . 
The de igner mu.et also bear in mi.ad that extrapolating on 1000 
hour t ets and using in design ie a matt r cf chance. Se th• 4•eiper 
mu t be oa.refw. 1n el cting suitable methods for ext�apolatin.g the 
d ta and in u ing proper safety factors to compeaeat• tor tbe WUUlOWll 
variable . 
Since th• mechanical relia\>ili y and useful s•rvioe li.fe of a 
gas turbine plant are governed st ntirei,- by the design of power 
(l,5)Tapsell , H. J. , ncreep of Met le , " Oxford University Frese, 
Londoa, 19,1. 
?2 
element , euch design mu ·t b b ed on hi h efficiency, depeadaoility 
and lew first co t. 'rhe most important f ctor to be con.aider.d 
before d•eigning arty gas turbine power element are expecte.d ueeful 
eerri.oe life, maximum steady lo d and. vuiable lo d and the d sired 
effic-1ency. Acoordillg to H. D. numert., (l6) th ee prinoipl.ea coaU"ioute 
to adopting multiple stag s. employing maximwn blade height ratios la 
the low preeeure elementa and rotating at a maxima epeect. 
Here in thia brief disouaai.oa, the author'•  object ia to con• 
sider th creep aspect of view only . i . e. , anal7zin1 the :forcea acting 
oa a turbine blade , and to apply th . experi atal ereep data a.ad ita 
r ulta in the 4eeign ot thi• turbine blade. 'the author b.aa to as . um• 
cert.in dat as kaowa, eapeoially t.b.e fluid mechanic• end the .. ohan­
ieal design of the tur'bin bl.a.de pa th. 
Cr••P rate aad total deformation data Cail • used for eta li b­
ing actual working str••••• ·ror rots.tins parts. Fatigue ati-ength t. 
oper ting t•mperature ia ot considerable importance in el cting blade 
mat rial. • ccurate fati ue data re not avail.able for many high 
te perature alloys, Hence eompeneation muat be provided \,y limiting 
bending etr ssea ae much a po ible ,. and by C·Ontrolling blade 
vibrational oharacterietic . 
(l6)
.Emnert , H . D. , .,Current Deaign Practic a tor Gae Tur ue 
Power Ele ent , u Trans. A. S.M. E. , Vol. 72.,  PP•  l.89• Februe.J7 1950. 
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The follo'd.ng important factors should be ooneidered 1n eel c ting 
the permiasible working streaaes.  The maehine muet be proteoted 
against failur due to ithe:r fracture or •xce-sad.ve defonnatllone that 
may occur due to the •xtra. peak load condition•• coording to 
W•anr, (l? ) etability of steel ehould alao be taken into •coW'.lt and 
protection should be provided again t any change• 1a etruotwre after 
it ia inatal.l. d.  Some allowance alao ust be provided. du.e to inaccura• 
ei in stress ana.ly_ is in complic te4 machh.-e element•• 
:f1:!:!:llz1ag � Stre see Aot:t9 2!. ! Turbine Biad 
' . 
Th forces acting en a turbin bl.a.de ar.• centd fugal an4 'b•nding 
force generated by rotation. and fl'uld preuure differe�o•• r• peotively. 
The highest stresses c\ing on the turbine blades are due to centrifu­
gal force in th rot ting parta and then str -sees will a.ct t the 
root of a blade. Thia can b, calculated b7 using the following 
eq\l tion s 
Where 
S • 4 • .52 
C 
2 ft A (N/1000) 
ft • taper factor, can be obtained from a gr ph 
= specific weight of the material. in pounds per cubie 
inch 
N • peed in R.P .M. 
A • annular now ar i square inches 
s0 • verage tensile treee due to c ntrifugal foroea - i..n psi 
(l?)weaver, op. eit. , PP• 74.5-751. 
The derivation of this •�uation e be obtai.ned from any 
standard t· xtbook on gaa turbines. Th principle empleyed in derid.ag 
thi equation is Newton• s  second l w of motion. Cons.id r an  lemental 
ma••• The oentrl:tugal foree a-oting on this elemea.t l ma.ea ia the 
product of mass and ac-celeraU.on .  The equ tioa mentioned c ii the pre• 
ceeding page can be obtained by integr ting tbi to the entire m ••• 
Th bending atr saes ar produced 1n a turbine bl de by the 
forces resulting from fluid velocity changes (Fx) and pr aeure dif• 
teJtenoee across th blade rov (F
7
). The expr salorus for the bending 
mom nt produced due to these two torcee can 'be obtain.ed fnm n'fheory 
and Design of Steam and. Qaa Turbin _ " DJ Jor& F. Lee ( lB ) or from u, 
oth r tandar<l textbook on gas turbinee. The expreeaion.a are •• 
follow t 
Where 
Bending mom nt around the X•e.xis of the root eotion • Mx 
r v ha A v  • n m X � m lb. ft. g v z  
r
111 
• mean radiu of  blad row i.a feet 
V • axial velocity of air in ft./seo. 
X 
h • blade length in ft. 
�V • hange in rotational velocity component ot air at mean m radius 1n ft./ ee. 
2 g • gra.vi ta. tional cone t in f't./ · c. 
(lS )L e •  Johll . ,  "Theory and D sign o f  Ste aad Gaa 1'urb1.n•s , tt 
McGraw Hill Book Company , Inc. , New York, 1954. 
v • apecific volW11e of air in cu. tt./lb. 
z • number of bl des 
Here s umed that it is having • free vortex atas• • 
B•nding moment around the y-axie and the root section • 1f1 
Trh' AP (2 J't + rr) • 
)z lb. t,. 
A P  • change in pres ure aero•• the blade row in lb./aq. ft. 
rt • radius of the turbine wheel to the tip of the blade 
row in fe t 
r a radius to the root of  the blad row in feet r 
The .next step :la trau f•rring the • moments to the principal 
axes P and Q. The properties of a principal ad.a are the following, 
(l )  The moment of  inertia at the intersecting point of the 
principal axe 1 itber great r or 1 e r  than at aay other axis 
passing through that point . 
( 2 )  The product of  inertia for these principal axes ie  zero. 
The principal axes can be found by \leing the rel tion given 
ay Seely (l f ) as 
Wher . 
tan 2 e 
2 I 
• . !l 
I
1 • 
I
:x 
e • angle b twe n th principle axis a.ad X-axis (shown 
in Figure XXI ) 
I • product of inertia bout x and y axe 
xy 
Ix and 11 
are moments of inertia bout x and 7 axes respectively. 
(l9)See1y , Fred B • •  En ign , N wtQn E • •  and Jones, P ul G. ,  
nAnalytieal Mechanics for Erlgine•rs, u John Wiley & Sons, Inc . , Nev 
York, 1958. 
l y  
I Y 
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Aoeurate control of blade frequency is required to limit the 
vibrating str sses within the data assumed in atresa analysis . The 
78 
d aign must be suitably modified in such a way that the frequency 
corresponding to the first mode of trans\ter.se vibration lies above the 
fourth multiple of the maximum rotational speed. 
Numerical Example 
To show the application of creep data. in design , · the author has 
taken one standard profile of a reaction turbine blade shown in Figure 
XXI and also a,ssumed: the following data to e_omplete the problem. 
Temperature of gas flow is l200°F. Assumed the blade under 
design is in free vortex stage , r
r 
= ?0 • rt = l'" • N = 6000 R. P .M . •  
z = 80, A P  = 10 psi, V = 260 ft./sec . ,  P = 5() psi• Vm = 380 £t./aec . ,  X 
specific weight of the Hastelloy alloy X bar material is 0 .297 lb./ou. 
in. 
The area of the reaction blade root profile in Figure XXI is 
measured with a planimeter and found to be as 0 .17 .sq . in. 
Area of the reaction blade tip profile a: 0.085 sq. in. 
h = r - r = 13 - 7 = 6" 
t r 
- 0.085 - 0 5 Area ratio - 0 • 17 - • . 
6 
'19 
eeuming the tap r betwe n linear and conical t per. the t per 
£· ctor from the graph by mm rt ( Z)  can be found by interpolation and 
1 equal to 0.725. 
RT 52• � (1200 + 460) / v • p • 50 x 144 • 12.2:5 cu. ft. lb. 
.... 2 2 - a a A •  J I  (rt - r ) • J J (13 • 7 )  • )76.8 sq.in. . r 
S0 • 4.
52 Y ft A(N/1000)
2 
• 4. 52 x o. 2rr, x o. , x )76.8 x (6000/1000)2 
• 13,266 psi 
� p  D hi . . 
My • 3 z ( 2r t + 
r 
_.) 
a 
• 10 ri . C6> <2 � .�� + Z> :, x So  12 · 
• l} lb.in • 
M • X 
.. 
.... r V h2 V 
J I  IJl X � II  
y .  
• 2.05 lb. ft. • 24. 6 lb.in. 
At this tag , graphical construction 1 ued to find th om­
en ts of inertia I and I a shown in Figure XXIl ( ) and cbtai.ned the 
X 1 
followin r eults. 
4 I • 0 .006 in , 
X 
I+ I • 0. 004 1a , y 
(�) � Dnmert , op. cit • •  PP• l7r • 
I • 0.001 in 
X7 
,. 
The direction of principal axis can be found as follows. 
2 I 
& Tan 2e = 
I _ I 
y X 
2 X 0 . 001 
= 0 . 006 - 0 . 004 = 
l 
8 = 22 . 5 de,grees or 112 . 5  degrees 
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The Mohr ' s circle can be constructed to get the moment of inertia 
about the principal axis and it is shown in Figure XXI { o )  
I = 0. 00624 in
4
, I = 0 . 0038 in
4 
p q 
SecUon odule s 
Ip/ Zi = 0.00624/0.l? = 0 .0367 in 3 
I
p/ 
�2 � 0 .00624/0. 2  = 0.03�2 in� 
I
p/
�
,
= 0.00624/0 . 155 � 0 .0'+03 in3 
I
4
/ !LE = 0 .0038/0.5 • 0 .0076 in
3 
I/ BTE = 0 .0038/0 . 8 = 0 .00475 in
3 
Bending moments about the principal axes P and Q : 
M
p
= M
y 
sin 0 + l4x cos 0 
= 13 si:n 22. 5 + 24. 6  cos 22 . 5  
= 27 . 5 lb .in .  
M = cos 0 • M sin 8 
q y X 
= 13 COB 22. 5 - 24. 6 sin 22. 5  
= 2 .5 lb . in. 
Bending Stresses : 
S = M /z1 + M /
Z
LE 
= 27 , 5/0. 036? + 2 . 5/0 .0076 = 10? si 
LE p q 
S = /Z - 1 /ZTE = 27 • .5/
0 .0312 - 2 . 5/0.00475 = 354 psi 
TE p 2 q 
S = - /Z = - 2 . 5/0. 0403 = - 62 psi B q 3 
Minus eign indicat s compression. 
Maximum steady etres at the cono-ave side of the le ding 
edge • 8
0 + SLE • 13,266 + 1079 • 14,345 psi 
Si 
Neglecting the variable stresses, the minimum creep r te at 
this stress for Hastelloy alloy X blade material from Ft.pr XVIII le 
•7 I 2. 3 x 10 in. in./hr. 
Assuming the creep strain' that is allowed in the tur'biae blaclee 
a 0 .001 inches per inch and negleeting the primat-y creep • the useful 
lifetime of theae blades is 
I -? J. 1,0 0.001 2 . 3  x 10 • ..,,sw hours 
It thi , ie too short a period for th� life of the turbine 
blade design d, a different material. may b used poeseesing pe ter 
re iatanc to creep or the d sign oan be obsAg.ed bf reducing the oper­
ating speed which in turn r due s the stress oting on these turbine 
blades. 
Parts may b · ubjected to th combined bending and direct load 
straining action under creep condition . When the predominant aotica 
i bendiug, the part are much more v-or bly tre ed than would be 
the oae if the material were las tic ,  and the d sign can b bu d. on 
as described by R. w., Bailey. (l.}) When the predominant crtion is a 
direct load, th treas ccnditiona will pproach those tor ela.etio 
conditions. 
(a})Bailey • R. w. , "Utilization of Cre p Test Data in Engineer­
ing Design, "' Institution of eohanical Engineers . (London) , Vol.  131, 
193.5. 
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RECO ENDATIONS ND CONCLUSIO S 
B c us• many millions of doll ar derived fro the d eign 
and embly of equipment with an intrinsic eaf ty factor or factor 
of ignorance , it would be d ir ble to invest more money in te ting 
quipment that would give mor accur te result in ore p te te. such 
te t can b applied with r 11 bility and accur cy in d sip for 
optimum conditions. The pre nt day qu.ipment ie enough to do the 
ba io laboratory r search in this field. 
The r ults obtailled in the experim nte ar satisf ctory xcept 
i th ca e of the high minimum ere p � ·t e. Ia the uthor • s  
experienc , the differ no betw n the exact minimum o·re p r te and 
that obtained in the exp riment inere e d as the stre increased. 
Thi oonclu ion ha b en reached aft r eetablishing th following 
f cts . The first fact is that the mini um creep r tes are highe.r in 
sheet than in b cf the ame materi 1. The econd f et i that 
th minimum ere p r t which th uthor obtained 1rr hi exp ri ent i 
lees in the fir t t st (12 , 500 psi), equal in the second te t (25,000 
psi ) nd higher in th third test (35 ,000 psi) i.n comparison to the 
data supplied by Union Carbid Corporation on beet of the ame 
m terial. Th third fact is that th minimum creep r tea which were 
obtained in th uthor • experimentat4on all lay in one perfect 
traight line as shown in Figur XVIII . 
In spit or the many difficulties that were experi no d through­
out the author ' s  experimentation, he i happy to say that he obtained 
good results because th . overall performanc 
plott d in Figure XVIII were all located on 
was od and the points 
straight line. Sug ... 
gestions for improving the existing ere p testing equipment at South 
Dakota Stat Univ rsity would first apply to the ext n om ter device. 
Since the platinwn strips are not in the same plane . the ' er scope 
cannot be focused :prop rly on both st!"ips at the same tim . Thus either 
one or th other is in prop r focus at any particular time. 
By use ,of the mechanism shown in Figur XX,  this difficulty can 
b avoid d. Figure XX is a.n illustration of slotted stainless steel 
s ction with a mating section designed to slide in the slotted section.­
One platinum trip is welded to the front face of th slotted stainless 
t el s  otion and the second pl tinum strip is welded to th front face 
of the m ting stainl ss steel s ction . This is a configuration in which 
both platinum se tings in th same plan at all tim . In order to 
obtain mor accur cy in the mea u.rements . an alternat slott d con­
figur tion such a a Tee slot can be investigated. 
he rror in the minimum ore p rate i.e c'.ue to the manner in 
which the xtensometer device i attached to the specimen . The effect 
of fillet radii and the incre s in di-:Ull ter due to the houl rs of 
th specimen can be determined in h following manner. ttacb th 
bracket to which one set of platinum trips ( instead o.f two s ts as 
w did in all the tests ) is welded, to the shoulder of the specimen 
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facin one of the windows in the furna.ee. Form right angle bend 
with each of two stainless steel wires . To one end of each of these 
dres, spot weld platinum strip. After this is acoo·mplished, weld 
the other end of each of these wires to the specimen under test . 
Other than the changes mentioned above, the configuration is the same 
as that previously described. The creep microscope readings can be 
taken from both sides of the furnace. The distance bet.ween the two 
weld d spots on the specimen should be at least four times the diameter 
of the specimen. It  is to be noted that the effects of fillet radii 
and increase in diameter due to shoulders or · the specimen are avoided 
in this case. If we measure the creep of both different attachments, 
the difference between the two will give tts the effects of fillet radii 
and increase in diamet r ue to the shoulders of the specimen. 
The other factors like calibrating the fui-nace by trial and 
error method (as de cribed i�- the furnace manual) to minimize the 
temperature · variation along the specimen gauge leng�h, calibrating the 
th rmocouples accur tely and using new th rmoeouplee for each test, 
focusing the microscope on the same area and moving the bifila.r cross 
hairs in the same direction to reach both reference points, standard­
izing the potentiometer controller circuit everyday and using new 
b ttery for each test improves the acc �racy of the results. 
It was also found during t first test (12,50 psi stress level) 
that the leveling switches in the 1 veling switch assembly were not 
sensing even when the lever was inclined more than 1 °F to the 
a, 
or1zontal . When cbeoked once, the inclination of the lever wu found 
follows. 'l'he author took two points whioh were 8° apart on thi 
longer rm of th lever and measured with aeourate gauge• the h•ight 
of the two nd point on the long r arm tro tb• top of the •op 
plate of t e basic frame aasembly of \he creep testing maohi.ae to the 
bottom of the longer arm . Frem the e me.aeurement t:b• angle of 
inclination of th lever tc the horizontal ia ealoulat-ed in the first 
test and found ae ).. 28. Before anyone ate.rte an experia'lent on thia 
machine, better adjust the l v li.ng switches in thee l•veliag ewitoa 
aaaem'bly a described in the manual. 
If there is a creep microscope stand which can b moved 
horizontally and vertically with a devic of ball an4 socket arrange• 
ment , it will be mor convenient than mounting the microaeope on a 
br cket. Also if th furnace is mad• in two bal ve-e with a pro¥1aion 
to cl p th f1rml1 togeth r during experimentation, this arrangement 
would be ore convenient to install the · p c1men in poeitien an to 
foeua the microscope on the platinum atri.pe wse4 for ext.eaeioa measure-
menta. 
The ruptur time for stelloy al.107 X bu material t 1200°1' a.ad 
}5 ., 00 psi atree l vel wae found by interpolation from a graph - supplied 
'by Union Carbide Corporation round about 470 hours. The co - clusion 
reach d by the author show that th minimum er ep rates obtained in 
all the three teats are higher than the actual valuee because of the 
manner ill which the extensom ter device ia attached to the epecimen. 
The other f ctore like temperature variation along the speeimeA gauge 
length, the temp rature variation from tim• to time, etc . ,  also 
effect the minimum creep rat . So the rupture time for }5,000 pei 
tr es lev•l should b a littl• bit lees than or t most equal io 
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470 hours. However , th rupture tim found t l200°F ud }5,000 pei 
stress level was 569. l  (60 + 509. 1 )  houre. The difference in rupture 
time between the value obtain d in the author' s  experimentation and 
the value published by the manufacturer is at least 100 hours. The 
explanation for this difference is as follows t 
The creep tension teat at 35,000 pei stress l vel was carried. 
out in two stagee. The test was stopped a.t. 60 hour , c-ooled rapidly 
t room temperature (75°F) without removing the load by sliding the 
furnac away from the specimen. As the pecimen cooled down , the 
gearmotor op rated automatically and bx-ought the le er to the horizon­
tal position , thus the load maintain d constant until the specimen 
approximat ly reached the ro'Om te p ratur . The load wae then r moved, 
the brackets of the xten ometer device to the sp•cimen shoulders wer 
refixed and the test continue-d. The way it was cooled affected and 
increas d the time for rupture to 100 hours due to recry tallization. 
Apparently the materi l posses s the property ot either inor ••d 
reei tano to or ep or gr at r elong tion. Th other mechanical 
properties were not determined aft r ooling to room temp r ture in 
the middle of the teat. If th se ecbanioal propertie satisfy the 
required conditions for design , the proo sa of cooling help in getting 
favorable high temperatur creep properti.e on the same existin 
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mat•rial. Further research can be done in improving the creep 
propertiee in this wa, on the existing materials ae well as finding 
new materials whioh will be mort creep resistant for high t· mperature 
purposes. 
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p I DIX A 
PROPE IES OF HAST LOY LOY X 
Chemical Composition, Percent 
Nickel Cob lt Chromium Molybdenum Tungsten Iron Carbon Silicon Manganese 
Bal- 0. 5  to 20.5 to B.o to 0. 2 to l?.O 0. 05 1.0• 1.0• 
ance 2. 5 23. 0 10. 0 1. 0 to to 
20.0 0. 15 
The bar is solution heat treated at 21?5°F according to th 
specification , , MS 5754 - c .  and then water _ quenohed. 
elting temperature = 2350°F 
Density = 0. 297 lb./cu. in. 
Mean coefficient of thermal expansion (79 - 1200°F )  = 8 . 56 
micro inch a/inch/degree F 
Specific heat = 0. 105 STU/lb. -deg. F 
6 Modulus of elasticity at room temperature = 28 . 49 x 10 psi 
Modulus of elasticity at 1200°F = 22. 32 x 10
6 
·psi app+oximate1y 
This material is a nickel base alloy with exceptional strength 
and oxidation resi tance up to 2200 °F and also has forming and w lding 
characteristics. 
Furth r details on this materia1 can be obtained from Hayn s 
St llit division , Union arbide Cor oration, Kokomo, Indiana. 
•Maximum values. 
or 
APPENDIX B 
METHOD OF LEAST St:UARES 
The proposed equation for the experim ntal dat is 
log( cre p train ) • a +  'b log(time) 
ck = + b tk 
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Suppose the creep tr in that we get aft r deter ining d using 
the oonetant ' a ' and ' b '  is c1k for any time • tk ' •  
Th principle employ d in this • ethod ie to minimize the rror 
(ck - c1k) b7 making the sum of the squares Qf the re idual 
(ok • c1k)  aa small a possible . 
Th aum to be minimized is 
Where n • number of ob ervatione . 
To determine • a • and ' b '  which will ake �- (Ok - clk
)2 a 
inimum , the partial deri v ti ve with r speet to • ' and • b • must b 
eq u.al to zero• 
i • •  ' 
or 
� -L-- ck 
where 
k=l ( the average of the ck '
 ) 
, ck = n 
(6 )  
and 
or 
er 
[1= ; L. • tk ] n n -1 n - - k ·l k k-- , 
b L t;  - L_ ek tk + n - b -. Lt. • O 
ksl k•l 
8 k.J. 
k 
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A PENDIX C 
PRINCIPLE OF LEAST SQUARES TO FIT WITH POLINO IAL EQUATION 
Th propos d polynomial xpr ssion to fit the e·xperimental data 
of 25 ,000 psi stres level i • a0 
+ -it 
E., l • •o + l1J. tl + •2 tl 
2 
E a · o + 8it2 + •2t2 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
2 
� k  • 80 + altk + a2tk 
2 2 1 
+ •2t • L � t • 
i.O 
The principl of lea t quares state that the be t r pres nta­
tion of the d ta ie that which mak. th um of th quar of the 
difference betwe n the calculated values and the obs rved v u s  a 
minimum. That ia 
( o � tl +a,2 tl 
2 
- �i )z +C o +al t2+a2 t2 2 • 1)2 +. • • • • • • +(ao +91 tk + 2 tk 2. - \>2 
• F {a0 ,  8i,  2) ·- uet b minimum. 
To ti fy thi condition, th partial deriv tive with r speot 
to • a  • •a... • and • a  ' muat 'be zero . That is , 
0 t .l. 2 
cJ F  -�( • t
2 E- ) ( t t
2 E: ) ( a.. t t
2 t. ) .o 
c) a
0 
a& o+ai "'l
+a2 1 - l + ao+Ai 2
+•2 2 - 2 + .. . .  + o+ J. k+a2 k - k 
c) F 2 � . 2 '=:.) ( 
2 
u-i_ a2(ao+8J.tl+a2
t
l - l )tl+(
ao+alt2+a2
t2 • 2 t2+ • • • + o•�tk+ 2tk -
\ ) tk.0 
c) F Z €. 2 ( 2 � )  2 ( 
0a2 •
2<•0+8i.
t1+a2
t1 - l)
tl + •o+ai
t2+ 2
t2 - 2 t2 + • • •  + •o+-i
tk 
+
a2 tk 
2 
- �) tk2 .0 
or 
( ) ( 
2 2. 2 3 3 . 3 
o tl+
t2+t3+ • • •  +tk � tl +t2 + • • •  +tk ) +a2( tl 
+t2 + • • • +tk > •  
Eltl+ E2
t2+• • • + ektk 
or 
S
0 
a
0 
+ s
1 
a.. + s a • K - - - - - - - - - - (l )  .1. a 2 o 
s1 a + S a.. + S a • L .. .  - • - - -
- - _ (2.)  - o 2 J.. , 2 -l. 
S a + S a.... + S1• a . • K - - • - - • - • • - (3)  2 o ' .1. -,. 2 2 
wh re 
The lin ar equations (1), (2)  and (3) ar known as normal 
quationa . These equations can be olved by Crout ' e<
24 > Method. 
where 
can be 
St p 1 :  
Step 2 a  
Step } :  
From th m trix of th system plu 
so l s2. Ko Fl 
Sl s2 
s, 
� 
F
2 
6
2 s} S4 K2 , 
F
l • 8 + s1 + s2 + 0 0 
F
2 
• 
l + 
82 + 53 + Ki 
r
3
_ . s2 + s3 + s4 + 
K2 
A derived matrix 
Al Bi Cl · Dl � 
A2 B2 02 
D
2 Ea 
, BJ c, D3 E3 
calculated in the fQllowing manner. 
First column, Ai . 80 1 A2 • s1, A:, 
Fir t row, � • s1/S0, Cl 
• S'2."S0 , 
Check : E;i_ • l + Bi + Ol + 
Dl 
check column 
-
8
2 
Dl • K /S , 0 0 Ei • Fl/So 
Second column, B2 • 
s
2 - Bl
A2 ' B3 
• s, - l3iA} 
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(al+)Crout, ?rescot D. , "A Short iethod for alu tin tannin-
ant and Solving System of Line Eq tions with Real or Co plex 
Coefficient ,"  Trans. A.I.E.E., Vol. O, PP• 1235, 1941 . 
Step 4 :  Remaining second row, 
Step 6 :  Remaining third row . 
Check : E
3 
= l + n, 
Solutions are th n given by : 
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